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some of the beautiful passages in the sermon ow the mount. The next morning be
was at our door when our little prayermeeting began. After the first hymn was

over and the
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| follow your teaching.” This promises more
than we expect, but it shows a tendency
i
in the right direction.
Yesterday afternoon we went cff across
the rice fields to a village about a mile
from the bazar in which we were staying.
On the way Jacob stopped snd remarked
that it would be well to pray a little, and
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It

is

po

wonder

that

these

people are dying off with the plague. In
almost every house one or more have died

with (be malaria fever and the plague is
is not yet stayed. We passed one hodse
where fen out of twelve bad fallen victims

* mission, if any is desired.

- NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,

sympathyof an intelligent and kindly dis- | bition is)
posed sister have something in them
“| and prideof
interesting.

She

Theres in New England to-day many

Past every gateway and door;
Finches with crimson caps stopping
Just where they stopped years before,

March! March! March! They ave slipping
Into their places at last,—

Little white lily-buds, dripping
Under the showers that fall fast;
Buttercups, violets, roses;

Snowdrop and bluebell and pink;
~~

Throng upon throng of sweet posies,

Bending the dew drops to drink.
March! March! March! They will hurry
Forth at the wild bugle-sound,—

college or in the professional school, —do-

ing it most willingly, and most unbegrudgingly. Every step of progress he makes is
to her a triumph, every acquisition of popu-

lar estéem

were many

Near Midwipore, Dec. 28, 1874.

Fluttering all over the ground.

and singleness

SH

Missionary Correspondence.
THE

e—

Of all earthly gifts conferred on a you ng
man, aside from a mother's

"history.

NATIVES.

It is between nine and ten o'clock.

untiring love,

none is more to be valued than the unselfish devotedness of a pure-minded sister.
The Bible is not wanting in honorable mention of it, and its memorials

—eo——

AMONG

As a beautiful

We

ahound

illustration, we

in

have

all
the

have come about four miles this morning Young maiden patiently waiting afar off to
and shall remain here over night and attend see what would befall Moses, her little
a market near here to-morrow. We have brother, committed to the rushes and to diengaged a little mud hut kept for the ac- vine providence for (future safety; as well
commodation of travelers, and while I am as her instrumentality in restoring him ‘in
~ writing my cot is being setup and the boy triumph to the maternal embrace.
No
is preparing to cook me some rice, as we wonder that such an one, years later, stand-

have not taken Ureakfast yet. This house
is abou
tentby twenty,and according to the
bargain just made after (he usual bantering
we are to pay about twelve cents per .day
forit. I bave my cot set up outside to
avoid the smoke.

bazar

As this is in the

close beside the highway I have the loud

talking of the natives, the barking and
fighting of dogs and the rumbling and
creaking of ox carts passing all times a’
night to lull me to sleep.
Tuphon is preaching to some of the peo‘ple in the road and selling them tracts.
They are looking at a book worth twelve
cents but they will not buy it. They nearly
always take the one pice tracts, A pice
is about four-fifths of one cent.

The last two days we passed in a village
of considerable size having a large bazar

-and market.
We came near being left
without a shelter in that place, for we bave

uo tent and there was no house
ers.

The

post-master

for travel-

directed us

to

the

ing

on the banks of the sea, in the hour of

her brother's success, should have led the
woman choir in the song,—‘ Sing ye to
the Lord, for he hath triumphed glorious-

ly,” which

was to him both an inspiration

and prophecy of future greatness.
So we have the faithfulness and devotion

meat

cooked,

We

finally

found

a

empty hut where we remained over

some
small

Sab-

bath, On Saturday at the market there
was a fine upportunity to preach, During
this and the following day about fifty per-

sons purchased our tracts.

Good attention

social cheer to hours

of reliet from

labor,

but of affording active co-operation iy such

professional

or literary achievements

as

have givemto men their greatest renown.
‘ Our youngest and dearest” sister of the
Amesbury bard, whose presence at his side
was 80 full of helpful cheer and inspiration,

was given to the preaching and there was merited a brother's affection, and ‘co when
litle opposition. A native doctor came up dead was. thus tenderly immortalized by
;
While the preaching was going on in’ the him in song :—
market, and seeming approachable T asked ‘“ But still I wait with ear and eye
him a few questions and then read to bim
For something gone which-should be nigh,

certain Republicans, not

in the

other day ef the week. ~ He is apt to come

best odor

into the TiNglid's soum agiged ou, his face

in the purty, could tell why the rule failed.

less cheery,

and bis spirit less

or another, wayof putting the

are few humane societies
more deserving of liberal aid than this one.

or a group of friends who have time to take
you into their society.

A TERRIBLE ACCIDENT.

0-0

A terrible accident occurred in New York

0.0

Mission

by passing clouds. Still, they observed Well

teachers, ”

all the contacts; and succeeded

A

Field.

friendly leave of them.

better

of

the

doctrine

_ Apparently,

if the.

Interior:

means

entitled Vato

divide.”—These

replying

clergyman who
refers to parties * who, having’ years ago
stood up and bowed their heads to thirteen
or thirty-nine articles of faith before they
knew what they were doing or: what they.
believed, now. protest with all their might
ugainst some of these very articles.
But
on we go—and we are like all the rest of the

Newman, whose secession

Hive the *“ New
churches ” any

objections

to

being

about in that way ?

talked

|

—

Toe
Watchman and Reflector, feeling
called upon to state that ‘“ in its opinion”
the Congregationalist

*‘ has

been

unfortu-

nate in what it has had to say of the mutual approach of the Congregationalists and
the Unitarians, ” goes on to say that * cer-

tainly leading

Unitarjans have

never de-

ship; while the Advance, the Congregation‘to

‘We trust we shall not be misunderstood

of the means of grace by which alone we
can be made * able to withstand in the evil
duy, and having done all, to stand P™
In aiming to be practical and helpful
there is often great danger of over-shooting
the mark. - For instance, afier

redding

Lhe

following paragraph from the

Goldén

Age

and acknowledging the justness in the main
of the article from

which

natural thing to ask
duced his expenses
necessities, that he
poor and thus carry

is, has the editor reof fying. to the mérest
may give the rest to the
out the logie of his re-

the

in repealing those statements.
The men
and the papers mentioned are not so weak as
to tremble before severe criticism.
We
might

not

quoted.

agree

with all

the

At the same ‘time

wuch to be thought of.

statements

they

suggest

There are certain-

ly two sides to some questions now in agitation, and the main purpose should he to
try and examine them in all their Lear-

ings,

Oe

nine miles into Casco Bay, aud Orr’s Island,
made
famous by ‘Mrs. Stowe, were for

many years the field where

Rev. Mr. Kel-

logg was called to preach, and where to
this day the people listen to the quaint
tales of his early life, and welcome him in
summer time, as a father, to a hospitality
and confidence dangerous to vainer men of
high degree.
They tell you of the time

when he kad a writing

stern of his sail

table

boat, and

built

in the

there he

wrote

his sermons, and thus he made his parochial

calls.
top of
caught
after it

They show you a pine table on the
which he wrote a discourse, being
on the Island without paper, and
was delivered planed it off. They

show you a widow’s

hut

where

he

went,

during a prolonged storm, with an armful
of shingles and stopped. up the leaks, to

rt

bh

COLOEADO AND NEW MEXICO.
The Senate passed a bill, Wednesday,

miftting these two

territories

ad-

to the privi-

nts wade in the Senate have sent it back
tothe House, where it at present seems like-

The

chief objection

buried separately, their old pastor with a

faithfa) friend, by moonlight, reburymg
the husband, who, to compromise a family
feud,

bad

Field.

been

interred

in

the

Potter's

Tley tell of his career at Yarmouth

Academy,

where he gave as an

excuse

for

staying out of recitations the rude conduct
of Yarmouth frogs, who cried out to-him,
¢ Klogg, Klogg ' Bowdoin College is vedolent of his unique life. He alone could

climb the lightning rod and briag down

Professor- Cleveland's white beaver hat, and
receive his thanks.
He alone anticipated

to

Opposition to it for such a reasonas that is
a healthy sign.

OPENING OF THE DEFENSE,
‘The prosecution in the Tilton-Beecher
trial rested their case at the end of the
seventh week and the defense opened last

a brother minister and precisian remonstrating with him, our eceentric but chivalrous friend challenged the critic to a trial of
preaching powers on the

spot, the

market-

men to be the umpires !”

Monday

for Ministers,
—

Every pastor asks himself on Monday
morning, ‘“ What shall I do to-day? His
mode of answering this question will decide

his

permanent

length of "his days.
of Sabbath work he

‘usefulness

and”

the

After the exhaustion
must bave rest; but

many a minister supposes’ himself to be
‘Wednesday.
Considerable important tes; ‘resting when he is engaged
in hard work.
tiwiony, although not much (hat is really Hundreds of pastors take
new

has been elicitedby the

But the other side is yet

to

prosecution.

Le

heard.

Tis

e., as people

who

hold prayer

brethren and two sisters have been thus impris-

istry

for a prolongation

of the

arrest.

dungeon was designed only for such
as show themselves intractable, and

Their

murderers
even such

may be lawfully kept there for thrée days only.

Balhadan was one of the leaders in the religious
revival, and for this offense, was thrown into a
cell just Iarge enough to permit him to lie down
with his feet drawn up, while this was made
impossible by chains on his hands and feet, a
large ring around his body, and a smaller one
around his neck, beth being connected by an
iron bar. His hands were fastened to the ceil-

ing and he had to stand erect for twenty-four
hours. This cruel chas'i<ement was inflicted on

him about ten times.

He bas been in different

prisons two and a half years.
His eyesight and
hearing are permanently injured by harsh treatment.
Happily he is one of the number that has

been set free. O hers, not imprisoned, are by
no méans exempt from suffering,
MISSIONARY CANDIDATES.

Previousto the great revival fn Scotland, it

was difficult to find any candidates for the Foreign Mission work, but after the labors of our
countrymen, Moody and Sankey at Glasgow, T1
men offered themselves as candidates for the

foreign field.

This fact reveals to us how

much

we may hope from great revivals, not only
the sections where they occur, but also for

for
the

unevangelized world,
Sr...
INDIA. —~TELOOGOOS.
The Nettore station of this
visited by ote of the most

ever known in its vicinity.

mission hus been
destructive floods

Itswept

away the

houses of the native Christians,
and besides, destroyed much mission property.
There is great
distress all through the town, half of which is

down.

Some

of the American

friends

of this

mission are sending generous contribut'ons
the work of repairing the mission property.

CENTRAL TURKEY.

for

J

A writerin the Feb. No. of the Miss. Her,
speakingof the progress of this mission, says:
*‘ Churches exist in nearly every important city
and town and in a large number of villages, not
only all through Central Turkey, but throughout

the*Turkish Empire.

there are
with some
ing in the
tendants.

In Central

Turkey

alone

no less than 26 organized churches
2,600 members,and audiences amoantaggregate to 5,000 or 6,000 steady atSunday schools were early made a

part of the church work. In.Aintab and Marash,
where there are several churches, the Sunday
schools are as largely attended as the preaching

service. In some cases. there are as many as
600 in a tingle school, and before the churches
were divided there were more; at times 1,000 or
even 1,200 or 1,600. All seem to feel that these

schools are among the choicest of their religious

privileges. No library books are ever used as
an inducement to draw them in, but the Bible is

the great attraction,

The

churches

main supplied with native pastors,
large extent are self-supporting.

N

are in the
and

to a

ASSAM,

Dr. Bronson, in a recent letter to the Miss,
afield, going to Brunswick for a
load of lumber, and on one such occasion, “Mag., gives some interesting instances of the
constancy of the native Christians,

the bill seems to spring out of certain land-

grant piovisions with which it is loaded.

been

oned over two years. They were sentenced for
only six mouths, but the proctor, thinking this
insufficient, appealed to the Senate and the min-

of cows

leges of states. The same bill passed the
Byte last winter, but several amend:

1% to vemain,

show you in the graveyard where the bones
of a husband and wife lie together although

the woman's rights i
of to-day, and
while pastor at Harfswell caused the cows
of the parish to pass under the yoke. It
was uot unusual to see him with his team

Events of the Week.

dists only, 7.

of the Roman

Many of our readers are familiar with
the wholesome stories of the “Rev. Elijah
Kellogg. A correspondent gf the Advance
gives several anecdotes of him. We gave
one a few weeks ago, Here is another:
“The peninsula of Harpswell, running

Moreover new arrests have

meelings, from the German Stunde, i. ¢., hour of
prayer. Several of these are imprisoned in the
most dismal dungeons, where only murderers
are kept and to which nobody has access. Six

is the greatest

Elijah Kellogg.

recent

ing Baptist sentiments are not baptized, as they

to Father

civil liberty.

England Congregational

the

can get no administrator, the German, Baptists
being too far away.
They are known as Stun-

church are not changed by the Vatican decrees, and points to declarations repudiating the doctrines of papal intallibflity and
temporal power by means of which the
English and Irish Catholics obtained : full

how their heads to just the same words.”—

to

lages of the Russian: Baptists to prevent their
holding meetings.
In the department of Kiew, the converts hold-

loss to the English church since Wesley,
acknowledges that the loyalty of the mass of
the Catholics is unchanged, refutes Manning's

assertion that the claims

While this was true

according

made, and military forces stationed in the vil-

has published a pamphlet,

dent are sowing the seeds of heresy almost the
wonder of the dear old creature who
enhindered. The Advance would make didn’t
know ministers could be carpenters,
plety the only condition of church member- although
their Master was one.
They

Are we making the best use

case with all.

dated

MR, GLADSTONE AGAIN,

Mr. Gladstone

New England = Congregational _churches—
taking in wew members who in their turn

fast in its persistent attacks on a brother in

taken,

professor,

rules are laid
Newman and Archbishop Manning. He
down in connection with the ‘statements of maintains
his original assertions, eulogizes
a certain. Congregational

of it, remember.
Having- exhausted itself generation of all who bave been baptized in
or else found that it was losing money too infancy.”
.

it is

fromthe

al of the party at that place.

When, any: church

champion any cause it is that of - ** umadul- alist, and the Christian World, of London,
terated orthodoxy, "—its ‘own conception advocate the new idea of the presumed re-

against them.

letter

of them,

facts published in the Miss. Mag., it was not the

Shanghae,January 18; announces the arriv-

take

‘of the

heaven have an ivory and an ebony
trance gate? Is Christ divided ?

Another

contains such radical oppositions that a continual, conflict is the necessary result, it

ought to

with several

99 photographic negatives of ‘the transit.

The Christian Union thinks that ** when
any man can no longer work with his -fellow-churchmen without sacrificing his usefulness or his integrity, he had

Russia, had been liberated.

in gefting

Monday for the
visitation of the sick. That is the poorest
day of the week for such ministry, For a

One case
was & man who had spent much timé in readin,
the Scriptures and tracts to his brothers an
neighbors. . His wife and all in his village list

ened at first, but a few weeks since, his only
child died, and then they all turned against him,

saying: ‘ What proof is there that your God is
any better thau our deities? If he loves you,
why has your child died?
ou ought never to
be sick,or to lack food and clothing. or anything.”
‘They forbade his entering their
houses, drove

him from the house he lived in, and refused te
assist in, the burial of his child. The poor man
buried his child alone, builta little hut in: another
lace, persuaded his heathen wife to live

with him, aud there amidst constant persecution
has lived, still reading and explaining the Serips

tures to all who would listen,
An elderly man who could read the gospels in:
Hindoostanée applied to Mr, B inson for the'
gospels in Assamese. He said Bis father and
Rrundfuhes were Clivistians:
hbIn order to test
m

Mr.

Bronson

said,

Christian in name merely

erhaps

J Bahirn a ’

Site looked

at him

earnestly and replied, ** 1 do ove Probhu
[the
Lord].
Iu the Sepoy [hytiny
e Mohammedans
threatened to kill me if I said I was a Christian;
but I bared my neck, and said, * Cut, but I will
not deny Probhu,’ ”

[]

ge) ~lI

fragments of -

neuralgia, rheumatism, fever, and consump-

#pend a half hour' in trying to lifta hypochondriac out of his fidgets. Besides this,
were resorted to, and the result was an all- the sick and troubled will get less advantnight fillibustering = session,
Probably age from a pastor on Monday than on any

of this devotion.

its own. denomination, it now falls upon
of the sister of Neander, Germany's ‘great- Congregationalism, and arraigns both its
est historian.
How that absent-minded ‘papers and its clergy on charges that almost
great scholar could have gone on with his make one question in what age we are livwork of authorship and teaching without’ ing. It isn’t quite clear that orthodoxy,
her almost maternal care, it were difficult whether
among
'Congrégationalisty ' or
see.
As an illustration it may be said that
whatever body of Christians, really needs its
it was due to her ever watchful providence peculiar kind of ehampioning.
'
that the unfortunate man was prevented
day after day from rushing into the presThe manner in which Mr. Tilton gusence of his class, with a slipper on one tained himself during his recent tedious defoot and a boot on the other, with the bot- teution on the witness stund has suggested
tom of his pant'leg hitched to the top of it,
tothe Christian Era to say that “Christianior with some other ridiculous derangement
ty needs witnesses-that can endure. It pro-.
of his exterior, by which one-half of the vides for the production of such. Its author
impression he intended‘ to make on the overcame, and his followers can by faith in
minds of his pupils, through come great
him, duly fostered and increased, overcome
thought God had given him in his night
whatsoever and whomsoever is arrayed
vision, might have been dissipated.

building ‘in which the government school is
kept. We went und found plenty of room,
80, too, we have instances of a sister's
but the teacher learning that we were
devotedness
und help,—not only in giving
Christians” would not let us in. Besides

, other reasons the sahib might have

part -of all their ailments,

hit,

exuberant
FOR DUMB ANIMALS.
than on other days. And so ther
two
An interesting fair'to secure fundsto car- invalids together, and inst are e
of
ead
the
pasFull provisions ofthe Gin Rights bill into ry on the work
of the Society for the Pre- tor being able to lift the sick man up, the
Advance, referringto the vention of’ Cruelty to’ Anindals was held in
the s,
word
latter pulls down
on the top of
before the Georgia legislature to repeal Boston last week. It was lurgely attended. him. To the fields theon first
Monday morning,
law making the customary State approTHe receipts up to Wednesday night were O clergyman! or to the
picture galleries,
priation to Atlanta University, after remark- $10,000. There

whichis

nounced more strongly than of late the funbrotherhood of man,” observingly remarks damental doctrines of evangelical religion ;
the editor of Harper's Magazine in an ar- and some of the few who" are supposed to
ticle on Clothes, ‘‘may be tested by the in- have ‘approached ’ nearest to the orthodox,
crease of the number of white cravats at have taken pains to say that they were still
dinner.” But that could be only a tempo- standing where they had always stood, and
rary test. Some morning we shall find if there had been any approach, it had been
that Herr Teufelsdrockh has posted a new all on the other side. Moreover, there is
rule, to the effect that white cravats at din. much that looks like such a change of base
on the part of the latter. Powerfal influder are snobbish,
cepces are at work among our CongregaTouching the divided state of Methodism tional brethren, which are endangering the
in the South over the question of mixed old landmarks. We hear oi no adequate
(black and white) churches, the Indepen- [protest against Bushnelism. One of Henry
L dent forcibly exclaims i—*¢ Colored church- Ward Beecher's latest sermons utterly
es! Ominous sound! Are souls colored? Sweeps away the inspiration of the Seript8.
Tae Christian Union and IndepenIs salvation
parted into tints?
Does
*“ The progress

A Sister's Fidelity.

Hang out your flags, birch and willow !
. ‘Shuke out your red tassels, larch!

0-049

his

presents the following
——————
reflections: ‘* Black pupils from . these Thursday vight. An unsupported wall adHow eagerly she counts on his return to
RUSSIA.
Southern schools are invited in England to Joining St. Andrew's Cathelie church was |
the old homestead., And how her pride is the tables of
the nobility; they break (ast blown over on to the roof of that edifice siaThe Christianity of the Greek church in Russeems no more tolerant than the Romish
kindled when she witnesses in him a grow- With Mr.
while the congregation was worshiping,
Gladstone, and are weleomed
“to
church
when clothed with political power. In
ing superioriover
ty the less fortunaf® rus- {the
and
cauthe
sed
death outright of six per- the southern
presenceof the Queen; some of them
part of Russia, are colonies of Gertics of the neighborhood. How she enjoys
sons,
and
the
woundi
ng
of
a
great many man Baptists. ‘While these ate borne
ave seen a good deal better society than
with, yet
his higher snd more intelligent conversanative Russians who become Baptists, are. vicy to which the Georgia Legislature could more, several of whom will doubtless die.
tion in the social circle, and this Lo such a
tims of severe persecutions, especially in the devite them, and if any of these from AtTHE TRANSIT OF VENUS,
degree, that she finds occasion, if prudence
partment of Kiew, where Fo
iid” SuperstiA
letter
nta
from
should
Professor
happen
to go to England it
Watson, dated at tion are most violent, owing probably
is listened to, to check the growing idolatry
to the fact
would be awkward for them to: be obliged Peking, December 10, communicates the that Kiew was the ancle t metropolis “of the
:
of ber heart.
informati
on that he and his party succeeded Greek. church. Last spring the joyful news
to confess to Lord Shafiesbury or the Dake
But he finds in her something more than of Argyll
that they were not suffered in in observing the transit of Venus, though went through the religious press that the prisan admirer. . The purity of her life, and
Awerica to eat at the same table with their the observations were much interfered with oners, arrested for conscience’ sake in southern
the delicacy of her

purity

roads to Midnapore so. there

>

Grass-blades, up from your e arth-pillow !
Hear who is calling you—March |
; Lucy Larcom.

A PRESENT FAILURE.

He comes back from

rounds among the sick, bringing with hin

appropriation bill having come up in the

an occasion for exultation und ing that the
chief reasons urged for the rejoy, and_every development of what is
Peal are the facts that the University teaches
noble and Yhanly in him is to her a source ot theology
and allows students of both colors
grateful pride.
Nothing can exceed the at the same. table,

Exchange Notes and Quotes.
were
many ways to heaven. Whatever
bappened be would go his own way. He
The Congregationalist this week has a
politely told us to do our talking along the
road and not come to him. It is very doubt- full page devoted to ‘‘ Prayer and the
ful that talking along the road suits him Prayer-meeting.” It contains articles from
any better. At any rate when we had gone various pens, and offers many useful hints.
on a few rods and stopped to converse with
some rice cultivators at a hut on the. other
TheN. Y. Tribune, in that unknown
side of the road, bis companion came out place where it finds so many of its sweet
and shouted {o them not to listen to our morsels of political corruption and official
{talk about Jesus Chris. Such are some bad faith, has discovered that ** in’ some
| States the elections take place after the votphases of our work of sowin
ing has ceased.”
seed among the natives of India.
R. D, Frost.

Blossoms and birds in a flurry;

.

tering.

House, tactics not before, provided against

. On the subject of 1 eating with negroes,”

N

Sparrows in brown jackets hopping

sympathetic man such work is over-mas-

that

The ““uew rule,” which we had relied up-

a

young woman drudging at the old homestead, in shop or in village factory, to
help eke out (he expenses of a brother in

©

Gold-crested thrushes behind ;

-

‘possible, than though they were her own,

The Warning Str,
Rell-headed woodpeckers drumming,

show

has ambition oo

to this dreadful disease. The native preachspeech, are checks on
ers freely attribute these distresses and the his too often negligence of propriety, and
cyclone also to the chastizement of God for possible tendency to lower thought and
their wickedness. It does hot seem hard for more vulgar ulterance. Mingling with the
tinue
nue Lo Send 5 un
wats
payment
IF
ment
the people to believe this, for they will ougher crowd, and familiarizing bis ear to
is
ma an
the whole amount, whether
sometimes anticipate the preachers in i less delicate sounds, he is in danger of losthe office or not.
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take
ing these as punishments for their sins.
ing a high and tender sensibility, And
newspapers and periodicals from the post-ofiic
e,.or
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
Arriving
this is sure 4g meet with a withering check
in
the
village
we
called
on
the
facie evidenoe of intentional frand.
principal man, a Zemindar, who refused to on the painéd
brow of a sister, who never
.| see us, sending us an invitation to go to the dared to think, much less to utter, other
village doctor and the teacher as there thoughts than those of immaculate purity.
were few people in his house. Going on Now, whilst many abuse, through dissipawe found a company of men on a veranda tion and folly, this great gift of God to
man, and thus bring blushes to cheeks that
————
listened well and took some tracts.
who
$e
¢
would fain glow with pride, others in unThis
morning
we
met
with
a
pretty
deWEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1875.
cided repulse from two men whom Jacob numbered instacces have been inspired by
engaged in conversation. They were. sit- it to a higher life, and to larger und more
March.
ting on the veranda of their house examin- beneficent achievements for the world.—
—
G—
ing accounts. The spokesman said as there J. F.

1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
* another’s, or whether he ha
or not—is
responsible for the Myment.
2. If a person orders his paver discontinued, he

Murch! March! March! they are coming
In troops, to the tune of the wind:

to

part, has been the cause of all the trouble,

that gleat national Exhie as splendid as the ambition

ed, but he came in and sat down among us

Editor; BOSTON, Maus. [10
bathe,
0
Le met a young man who said to
ear; or if paid strictly IN AD- him, “We
no longer believe in the
vi
pory
pod
¥
gods
and
Brabmios
. The people underREMITTANCES must be made in money or-

Terms :

fering.

be

r, on Mr. Tilton’s

the most patriofte
on to prevent fillibustéring in Congress, tion. Such a Monday depletes his nervous
enot a single tenement seems
Would
?
desir
can
to have entirely failed of that result energy more than the preceding Sabbath.
place aud pablic esteem as well as he. Bu t bm
a eh and wretchedness,
[ had prayed. ‘ He came again during the ‘being, as society is now conditioned, largewails and wrecks of humanity, its pes- in a late important gage. The sundry civil We hud rather preach two sermons than
satisfi-

and stayed till the two native preachers and

Publisher

To whom all letters on. busineks,

reading

nearly all went away with curiosity

ESTABLISHMENT,

In the case of a young man especially bw
8 10 urgein behalfof the pooriand ‘suf
this tenderness of affection and depth
of

to

jealousy of Mr.

’
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line of policy seems

the Centennial, ” it observes, **but every-
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A loss in all familiar things,

In flower that blooms,
and bird that sings.”
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A 1ufs limit.of the dura oi
there seems to have been a
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7.8. The

“Refuge” on them were set up by the way,

THE CITIES OF REFUGE.
.

Text

Gorpex

refuge

: — God is our

strength , a very present
Ps, 46:1,

Notes and Hints.
BR

six

refuge,

of

cities

conditions on which safety for the homicide

might in these towns be secured, are given
in the chapter cited above, and the charparticulars, is

some

citivs, in

told in Deut, 19:1—14. Joshua now attends to this law. The Lord called his attention to the merciful provision, and required him to seejthat it was established.
The law of Moses furnishes the earliest historic allusion to this peculiar provision
a few

places,

until

this day.’

the Roman

4

worst

protected

is

the

3, 4.

These

cities

received,

adapted
to those

men

blessings

protection

of

wisely and equi-

for

whom

it was

made,

has features in contrast with ideas and institutions brought in by the:gospel. No

age was evergo
so humane.

the

class

the

tably. The law of Moses was not written
for this century, and though perfeetly

asylum,

unlike

{o

us’ the

just laws, administered

our courts\the cities of refuge for the protection of tH innocent.
asylums of later periods, but ene

attention

that God
- has given

of this principle in modern. society by the
progress. of legal justice is swept away.
lands

directing

brought to us by a good civil government.

debfors and innocent persons exposed in
any way to revenglful violence. ‘The need
The law in civilized

of

blessed as ours, no’ laws

“The lesson suggests other eir-

cumstances than the one it names.

imperiled. on aeedlnt of their deeds,

men need a place of refuge, am

When

lasylnm

in

the

The pursued

East.

man, if

WORK For THE Youn. Every teacher
should take this into ber mind, and letit

were

animate all teaching:
Coleridge and Wordsworth

not, of course, inhabited

exclusively

by man-slayers.
The judgment of modern: minds would
be that, if found innocent, the person might
be allowed to return to his home. The following geasons are assigned by Bush for
not allowing the person to do this: (1.)
« He might still be in danger from the en(2.) He
raged passions of the pursuer.
was to wait the issue of another trial.
Verse 6. (3.) ‘His detention was probably
designed as somewhat

of a punishment

for

act of homicide was ewing.”
5. ¢ The avenger of blood.” The law
says, ** The revenger of blood himself shall
slay the murderer when he meeteth him.”
forbade

also

any

commutation,

for

1 am

and pure, arrested me.

prevailed

but one answer, that suggested 2s the reason for allowing the law of easy divorce,—

« the hardness of their hearts.” The cnstom was too deeply seuted to he uprooted,

saved

by

visible one..

this

bad, and

God

not

for much com-

It is too eubtle

mo

worst, has had no expression,

persons, that make

help

God

weather!

bitter

open

the

hearts

.

As these words escaped my lips,

number. Work done on the young mind
and heart is the most durable and economic
possible. It can not be lost. When all
else fades from the tablets of ‘the brain,men
will ¢* babble of the green fields” and pleasant memovies of .the Sabbath school, and

the last word upon the tongue and last. ree-

are’

Soon

flashing in

a myriad of lights were beheld

domes and

the

the distance, then appeared
towers of a large city.

be

to

again flying through limitless space.

We passed magnificent dwellings from

whence issued sounds of mirth
ness.

One of these, a noble

liantly illuminated, seemed

for God

work

impell-

1 seemed

outward | ed Dy a resistless power,

They

a sensation.

not the only ones that cat

a

glad-

and

mansion

bril-

to invite

usto

Tg

and man, who can work ° in a visible and p enter.
Passing through parlors, beautified with
Because a man
representative manner.
can not do all he would, let him not for all {hat could charm the eye, or fascinate

the mind, “we entered“a roomim which
were seated two lovely girls attired for a

Tho ogh
this forbear doing what he can.
he ¢in not do the thing that the h eart

prompt.

prompts, still let the heart
purpose, though he be not

Let

party.

Let bim'|

him long, even if he can mot do.

able to perform,

Let it be always understood that

God

i

“What could , possess’ you lo wear the
same old dress you have worn to almost

every patty this winter ?” ‘was the excla-

sces

not merely the oulward execution of good,

mation that fed on my

ear.

was a brilliant looking girl,

but the willing mind; and the things that
men would do, as'well as the ‘things they
=
have done; go into their account.

The

speaker

dressed

of

ters, all very

life,

may

be

word

some

we

in

well ; otherwise, otherwise.
bins

hie
tration in one:
In the late ‘war, so ‘hastily ‘were

take notice arms was thoronghly taught, thus enabling

‘case of a’willful murder. But this custom,
inflamed by public opinion, was by the Morestrainedin its appetite

for

officers.

and

soldiers,

teachers’

my brother and sister and mother.”

every ‘one that saith unto mé, Lord, Lord,
shall enter into "the ‘kingdom of ' heaven ;

‘of’ ‘my

but he that doeth ‘the will

first trial was held on application of a per-

gon, in the absence of the avenger, to be

admitted to the protection of the city, and
this officer of

Father

to return ‘to bis former home.

religion, he suffered much from the influ-,

in

ence of the contradictory and perplexing

enjoyed

Should this sketch

are to the vast Sanday school army throughout the land. Christian warriors must be
taught how to put on the whole armor of |.
God, the breustplate of righteousness and

tically for the benefit of their own

schools.

ought to be good ings
Such meetings
They might elp immensely in’ training the
:
coming model superintendent."
alg

fr i

;

My Dream:
——

« Think of me with ‘only

dress, and my feet wrapped
had a fine

garden,

but

everything.

Our

-

ohe old ealicopi
in ‘papers.
rasshoppers’
the
peach-trees were;

banish them from my mind; they seemed

be burned upon my very brain.

to

|

ted|

Evening appeedched ; the wind how
dismally; the cold was intense. But what

it i¢ poor, or he will never answer again.”

are closing their petals for

‘and his own

ex:

perience he was convinced of the sincerity
of God's offer of salvation to all men, without any decrees of election or reprobation
behind them to neutralize their effects,

his soul was stirred’ withhy gm" to tell Sinners of God's impartial’ ‘love, But’ such
were his. high ideas ofthe Chnstian mi nistry that he regarded himself inadequate
to the task, and

misfortunes,

not

until

whichhe

after a series of

interpreted: as the

finger of Goll pointing to bis lfe-work, did
heNN consent to enter

with him

this “field of Christian

éffort. In 1840 he was ordained to the werk

of the Christian

ministry, and after three

years of very successful evangelistic labor in
the vicinity of his native place, he came into
Aroostook Co., where he laboredas a faith.

ful servant of Christ until called to his rest.

In 1844, he was married to Miss Hannah
M.
Smith, daughter of Daniel and Keziah
of its

;

meet the

eye

the most

liberty we thus take in bringing her into
notice. We do it to encourage her in ‘the
special work in. which she is engaged, and
to bring that work more prominently to the
notice of the public, with the hope that
other localities may be moved to invite her
to come and labor among them.
For the

active

and

self-sacrificing mem-

bers of the F. Baptist church of that place.
After his marriage

he

settled

in the town”

of Hodgdon where he ever atter resided,
His labors in the ministry, in Atoestook

Co., were very extensive
and greatly blessed, resulting, as nearly as can be estimated,
cause of temperance is one in which I feel: in the conversion of upwardsof a thousand
deeply interested; and I feel like grasplog souls, a large proportion of whom feceived
the hand of all temperance workers, and baptism at his hands.
His benevolent and sympathizing natare
bidding them God-speed in their work. We
extol the work of the minister of the gos- together with his Christian integrity. securpel, and endeavor to exalt and enforce the ed the affection and confidence of those
dignity and importance of his office.
And among whom he labored, as the result of
it is right. But the true preaching of the which he solemnized more warriages and
{tended more funerals than any winister
gospel is not confined to the work of the
man in the pulpit. Every work that helps who has ever lived in the county.
He was a sincere friend of the oppressed,
advance the interest of humanity, is tine
preaching. What a benefit to his people: actively identifying himself with the antiis the career of a wise and incorruptible slavery cause when from its unpopularity
statesman. ‘Will not the name and work many of the ablest mini¥ters of the country
of a Lincoln and a Sumner be held in grate- manilested utter indifference or else teok
ful remembrance with that of a Whitefield sides with the oppressor.
In consequence of his affectionate and
and a Spurgeon ? Will not the seed sown
by those statesmen bear fruit in its own self-denying labors in the ministry, the
proper time, as the result of their firm and anti-slavery party in his district were able
free- to elect him to the State legislature in 1848,
faithful work for the cause of human
as although as a party they were greatly in the
proportion
in
that
believe
we
For
?
dom
pational sins become eradicated, so will minority.
He also represented his district
God's spiritnal werk of .regeueration be in the legislature in the years ’55, "66, '67.
His last special work for the Master was the
done in the hearts of the. people.
The division of the Northern and South- building of a. meeting-bouse in the towa
ern portions of the Methodist ¢hurch arose of Hodgdon,for the church, of which he
from the spirit of slavery. But slavery is and his family were members. Daring the
dead; and the chasm between them is delirium induced by hislast sickness,he was
growing narrower,
and will disappear constantly. pronouncing blessings upon
when thit other sin'is east ocut—the sin of those who had sympathized with, aud genrefusingto the negro the equal rights of erougdy.aided him in his’ arduous and selfenfranchised ‘citizens. And ‘when ‘this is denying work ul building for God. _ |
accomplished, how will the work of Sum- | In Lis last sickness, though his sufferings

shall , overthrow,

warfare,

were great, he was cheerful and resigned.
To a fellow-laborer in the gospel, who

called to See him just before he passed
away, he remarked“ Bro. M, the gospel
never seemed so precious before,” When
bis physician informed hind that he had but
a short time to live, and desiredto know his
experiencein that trying moment, he re-

plied,

Beautiful scenes appearon the oth-

ex shore.” The litle, struggling churches in
that vicinity feel that their, loss is Irrepa-

this affectionate

House after house we

visited;

we saw chests filled with clothing,

dered on.

some of

them the accumulation of years; we looked

into presses burdened wilh their treasures;

then onwardwe sped until the lights of the
city faded in the distance, and the country
with its more quiet streets, its less magnificent, but no less comfortable dwellings,
lay before us. '

Entering those homes

of plenty,

again

like the deadly

father,

The

funeral

services

Upas

several other clergymen,

the rich scatter their
wealth, i will
y

not those

who have, spare for the perishing?
Again, we were speeding on. Soon we
approached a railrdhd station. A long
train was just ready to start; all was noise

and confusion ; porters were hastily rolling

the baggage, of which there seemed an una night's rest; usual quantity. What a supply of barrels
-S

when
& sermon

rankles in our social system P

| was preached from Heb. 11:4,‘ He being
Ob, what a field for earnest workers does dead yet speaketh.” A yery large congregathe temperancg cause , present; and how tion were id attendance who. gave striking
gladly should every work and influence for evidence of their deep grief, many of whom
the cause, come it from man oi yyoman, be had been brought te Christ, (by his faithful

Would we pabors.
welcomed and encouraged.
seek to make Christians of the, drunkard
antl 'tippler? Let us endeavor

fluence them not to drink.

gin

an

first to inBut little can:

Taos. KINNEY.

Christ. AN
~

Sib

in All
—

A

,

g directly. .to their, ~“Réniember it -is not-thy hold of ‘Christ
and, illystrating the

rél{gions sentiment,
of their higher and
needy

spiritual

Blunted and stupefied as their

nature,

LB

tbat

int

saves thee; itis Christ; it is wot thy

minds are, joy in Christ that saves thee; itis not thy
faith’ in Christ,

though

that is the

instru-

they can but rarely appreciate the force of
ment ; it is Christ's blood and merit. Therethese higher appeals. Appeals, made di
rectly to their worldly interests are likely to

become more effective; and such appeals
and again we found what would have causbut
loaded with fruit, but nothing was left
ed those suffering children of want to clap come more dircotly within the province of
he temperance lecturer, And if, through
rom a leller by a their hands for joy.
the stones.—Eziract from
the force of such appeals, the man: can be
Kansas lady.
A superabupdance of food and 2. clothing, induced to sign the pledge and abandon his
¢ Only one old calico dross’ and my feet
‘was the rule and not the exception.
indulgence, his clouded mind will become
wrapped in papers.”
Ab! sighied I, must thousands -suffer, clearer to appréciate his religious wants;
These words haunted me,” ‘All ‘the day
after listening to the letter,I tried vainly to when there is such an abundance ? Will not his heart more susceptible, and the soil of
took

And when by the.

study of the Scriptures

whose intluence, were: conducied by the writer; assisted by
if they are sufferingso much, which, I can | demon of intemperance, tree,
fosters and

things that lie within the potency of men,

:
justice arrived. Having been judged inof the rules for teaching given by was that to me?
One
»
nocent of murder, the man was only safe
Wells is perhaps too often forgotten :
In my warm, cozy room I was imperviRalph
‘as he residedin the city until the death of “Ifa papi
the
r,
make
answe
poor
a
ves
the high piiest; after that event he was most of it. n no account let him know that ousto wind or cold. Even the very flowers

_ allowed

intercourse

literary ambitions and aims.

ernment ought to look out for those people, | ganized

which
is in hedven.?”

meetings

The city of refuge shielded
vengeance.
the innocent.
‘the helmet of salvation, and how to use the
6. The man-slayer was made subject to shield of faith and the sword.of the Spirit,
some disadvantages imposeddo help society which; is the word of God. rr
:
e
life to be sacred. “He was to |
to see human
Two hukdred
dwell in thé city that received him. He
ProvrraBLe MEETINGS.
was to have a second trial *“ before the con- superintendents recently met ala sociable
Chapel in New
gregation for judgment,” probably shortly m Mr, Ralph Wall's Mission
They dispersed, each with new
city.
York
after the trial at the gate. The arrival, of
ideas gathered on the occasion, which they
the avenger caused the mew trial, The will of course be expected. jp flevelop prac-

the second judgment when

08

rable, |
in
ob
it so much.”
needing
the,
,
until
He
Jeayes
a
wife
and
two
ehildrénto
spiritual
l
or
tempora
either
|ty,
I
part,
my
for
vou;
« How foolish of
* Not
do n't read anything of thai sort. The goy. | church, rising in the might ofa well or, mourn the loss of a kind . husband and

that he ‘would, in cose of an aécidental’ the commissioned officers to communicate God will take both'the déed and! the ‘wil,
, less exposed to dan- their knowledge to the noff'fommissioned | that was father to it, and nothing less,
be himself
__ hemieide
the man-slayer, than in officers and privites” in the ranks. What:
altacking
in
ger
Ie
:
TB
(Py
were to these
these schopls of instruction.

saic provision

PLACE.

aidan W

the same is

soever shall do the will of God,

;
:
not help doubting.” a
of
officers
that
formed,
“Bie
government,
can.
not,
do,
everyregiments
and
nies
of justice made hasteto overtake and kill.
line were often elected and! © Juis all rightto wich well, to intend well, thing; and Ishall enjoy my own blessings
the author of his kinsman’s death. - lluman the field and
assigned commands with searcely . any and to: mean well; bat in the 'ciele of |
nature 5 just cruel enough, ‘when it can knowledge of the first principles of mili- things that’ dre possible, ‘God ‘will be” satis fir better, if X feel that I have done somebe it ever so little, to. alleviate such
pm
shed blood without guilt, to ‘be eager to tary tactics.
|!
fied with nothing short ‘of doing "well. da thing,
his fact ‘necessitated the! formation” of
misery.”
‘do it. Hence the avenger quickly pursued
those that lie outside of mets ‘power, God
officers’ schools of = instruction, at which
to the very gates of the city of refuge the not only the theory but the; practice of will take the will for the deed; but in those
“God bless you,” I whispered,us we wan-.
We: may

resided

some sort of a gossamer robe, jewels flashdropped into their ear iu the ‘class-room,
ing on her brow and neck.
and some impression made upon them far
The perversion of this principle is when .. Her companion laughingly answered,
;
back in childhood.
men are disposed to make the will a sub:
“ I am sorry that my dress does not suit ner become shining and exalted in the eyes
deed, a plea for not pérform= your lidyship. I think it very pretty.”
of the ‘people. And in the Tight of that acforthe
stitute
SELECTING LIBRARY Books. The Chi- ing possible duties; an evasion. of -obliga-’
“Oh, the dressis well enough, but you complished work, will not thé name of
cago Standard says:
gations ; an excuse 'of evil; a justification have worn it so often; your’ father has Somner shine forthas a red) preacher of the
The Cadadian Wesleyans ‘have adopted
:
BERLE | money enough ; do tell me why you did n't gospel ?
da
|
neglect,
of
a novel way of purilying their Sunday
perwhere
'
case
no
This principle covers
Has not intemperance become a national
They select, several -hunschool libraries,
get 3 new..0 ne.”
dred books and send them to ministers who _ formanceis possible.” It is only , in cases , “Well, it you must know, father did "sin ?. Does not the cry of sin and shame,
We when men ein not domore, that” they ean
examine. them and pass judgment.
ive me money to purchase a mew dress; | born in the tens of thousands of grog-shops
don’t know much about ministers in Cana- receive any benefit from haying a "willing
have beew reading of the terrible: suf- | seattered over the land, rise like.tbe cry of
da, but should such a plan, be proposed
! but I
» GEE
Bs
fering in the West, and thought it wouldbe | Sodom and Gomorrah to the ear of heaven?
“here, we would say that it. depended very mind.
Let no man deceive himself; *¢ He that a better use of the money to send it to those | Aud cin we expect that God will ever bless
much on the ministers selected. | Could we,
have the naming of the examining min- doeth righteousnessis righteous.” *“Whous’ with any permanent national prosperihil
ollection

compa-

victim of his rage.

4h

‘

subject, we hope she will pardon us for the Smith, of Hodgdon, who were then among

us™| 1 can not stay here, let me go, I begged;
but the unseen guide led to other wretched homes, where the same suffering, the
game piteous cries for relief, were heard.
Is’ hu| Ob, this is dreadful! I exclaimed.

How much of that which is best, as well as|

blood” slew the murderer or the innocent
homicide at sight.
Besides, this minister

* The

I

when a youth, and the many helpful su
gestions received from him respecting

handing it

and

plate,

prehension ; yet God reads it and knows it. | have abundance ?

avenger of

allow.

intellectual

whydoes
The unexpressed life is vaster than the | mau charity all a myth? Why,ob,
of those who

Tescning THE TEACHERS. This, from
the Baptist Teacher, is #rgument and illus-

and Moses made it as unobjectionable as
age ‘would

and

waste.

I might substitute
dead mother’s prayers.”
Sabbatlischool teacher in theplace of mother in this confession, and it would still be
true concerning a multitude no man can

and prevails now among barbarous people,
and certainly belongs to the pnenlightened
ages and people of the world. It is a rude,
bloody, pernicious mode of administering
justice, leading to an endless series of murders. This provision removed one objectionable feature of the custom. Why were
not the energy and care thus expended to
protect the innocent homicide, expended in
overturning the bloody custom and ili securing “a fair legal trial? There can be

the

desire

they give,in over-measure, longings and desires and prayers. Their ‘life is not a

the

to

their

bread from her own
to the little one.

life, they give as much effort as is possible
and then
for them in their circumstances,

wandered
.mare

intellect.

Ob, dear, I am

so hungry.”
:
¢* Take. this other piece, dear,” answered the pale, careworn mother, faking the

eloguently, can not labor much; but they
give first {heir own selves, in godliness of

for the slauzhter, when the memory of my
mother’s prayers, as she used to gather
us children about her in the little red eottoge and pray that we might be good

money, of thé} death penalty. The revenger of blood was not a police,of the stave,
but was the police of the family injured by
the death of the person slain, The custom
of requiring the nextof Kkin.to kill the Xiller of a relative, which the Mosaic law here
re-inforces with its sanction, has

of strong

Geo, E.

run widely apart since, and she bad almost doctrines of Calvanism,

The

I gazed in astonishment.

before me.

Father's house, to stand beside the cradle visible manifestation, but has dwelt in the |
|
of their hoyhood’s' faith. So have thou-, shadowy realm of thoughts and wishes.
sands been saved by the memory of earlier
Thus the humble, the poor, the lowly,
Said a noble young woman to me,
days.
ia their
herself for chureh-mem-: those who are weak and helpless,
presented
ig
take
may
good,
doing
for
of
own thought,
bership, ** I stood on the very threshold
ruin, nay, I was actually dressing myself courage. They are not the only useful

the rashness or heedlessness to which his

It
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Danville; N. i,

the vicinity of her home, but our paths have

lay

unfamiliar,

The father turned away to hide the tears
their will. It is possible for men {o serve
he
could not suppress.
the cause of God and the gospel, and yet be
What will be the end of this,” he ex«
bedridden. “And prayer, under such cir-]
It does seem as though God
claimed.
cumstances, is oftentimes
forsaken us. Our cattle are
‘utterly
had
God than more apparent €
No work to be
our children, too.
starving,
Many obscure Christi

their early impressions remained with them,
once

dreary in the | poteney of future

and

she réceived her pittance;

their desires, God accepts

sadly from the faith of their childhood, but

and brought them back

desolate

extreme, a region wholly

When men long for the spread of Christ's
kingdom, at home, and in all the world,
but find no way of acting for it, that bears
any proportion to the depth and strengt h of

to

found innocent of-intentional injury, was
assigned a home in the city. These cities

over
region,
a il
unt

than by the hand.

and that an innocentclass.
‘The slayer which they can fly, when wrongs seem to
that killeth any person unawares and un- prevail against us, when temptation assails
wittingly, may flee thither.” The law ex- us, when virtue is weak, when evil cuspressly declared that the murderer should toms seek to slay us because we have defied
not be protected. ** Ye shall take no sat- ‘them, when we faint in fruitless toil for the
isfaction for the life of the murderer which Lord, when death breaks into our household, when a guilty conscience cries ont for
is guilty of death.”
The person fleeing for refuge to any of our blood, when the law threatens usas
these cities was to have his ‘case examined sinners with death, we need a refuge where
by proper authorities. He was to « declare we can run and be safe. Has any city for
kis cause to the elders of the city.” The souls thus beset been provided ? Is there
elders or magistrates were to sit in judg- any tower of defense from these evils?
ment, not in an elegant court-house, but at ¢ God is our refuge and strength, a very
the gate of the city, where cases were often present help in trouble.” Read Heb. 6:18.
tried

drink ?

i

until recalled by
houses were unlike anything I had ever faded from my memory,
TI have seen no
refer.
I
which
to
notice
the
ing to accept’ good intentions,
Thus the ‘seen ; mapy of them seemed fo Be merely
public speaka
as
merits
her
upon
criticisms
some
by
widow's mite 1s more praised ‘by the Mas- holes ddg in the ground coyered
er,
but
judge
she
must
possess
considerable
whething
wonder
while
sort of a roof, and
ter than the abundance .of the rich men.
attractiveness, from the abundant success
human:
of
es
residenc
the
be
conld
she
these
er
They gave of their superfluity, and
she meets in securing names for the pledge
gave all she had. The Master marked if, beings, we reached. one of thém, and in
,
fence
toa
sound.
from
my.
guide
en|
‘and blessed it, hot according to its abso
:
quantity or sum, but according to ‘the mind’ tered, What a sight met my view!
Tu a cold, bare room, around a table on
and will of her that gave it.
ing’s talk. Whatever mental abilities she
was a small corn-cake, and a meawhich
It is not to be understood that God works |
six shiver- possésses she comes worthily by; for her
a miracle in’ any case, against cause and ef- ger portion of boiled wheat, sat
be- father, though pursuing the avocation of
Human
starved
fect, making the desire fruitful, so that the ‘ing, ‘half clad, half
a farmer, is a highly educated man, posinge.
:
wishing tarns out visible results, but’ only
s alll can haveP" was sessing intellectual abilities that would do
*
O
mother,
is
thi
that he measures the merit, the virtue, the
exclamation of a little girl, as honor to high places of trust and power.
generosity of service,by the heart, rather the piteout
Well do T remember the many seasons of

The subject should not be dismissed withIt gught to be a cause of ceaseless gratitude

to,jthe

a

an item to this
Not an’ idea could 1 Taking up 4 papér, I read

In vain; all in'vain.

for the deed. We go as far as we can go
and would go farther if we ¢ounld.
Where there is a profound sympathy, and
a true benevolence, but accompanied with’
poverty in this world’s goods, men are will-

opposite

to Trachenitis,

road

it

refused

T ean, but now for my book.

Sketch, and some Thoughts.

perdition through the 'inflience

willingness—<not' a ‘mere

a real

out

was

A

A

who wopld otherwise Have gone ‘down “to

fd

I will do what

for the suffering in Kansas.

sincere disposition,

must be a genuine and

the right to protect those flying to them
Yor an asylum. The right of sanctuary, as
called,

I etelnimhed, that letter shall not spoil e
precious evening. 1 am not accountabl

within the compass of this benefi#, ' Theré

9. These cities were open to all who
needed their defense, the stranger as well
as the native Israelite.
.

and Rome religious places became asylums,
not only for man-slayers,but for other criminals.
Christian churches*early received

was

according
according

not
but

out of it there has grown great abuse.
Two things must be sure, in order to come

in the central part

the upper half of the Dead Sea.

In ‘Greece

class of criminals, but especially

deed,

the

that

to the intention of the doer.
‘There is great comfort in this treat; but

distanoeg

city, in the tribe of Reuben, and located
as the verse expliivs.
It is situated on

which, in another form, continued until
after the Reformation, and even lingers, in
»

and

deed;

however small, is accepted,
to its absolute importance,

Shechem was chosen, situated’ between
mount Gerizim and mount Ebal, in the

out of the Levitical cities, to be set aside
for the man-slayer. Num, 85:6, 11—15. The

acter of the

at

established.
What an effective preacher, in this sense,
Benevolence is not a
Charity yet lives.
) forjgenerous hearts and has John B, Gough, shéwn ‘bimsdlf!! Who
Thiuik-God
niyth.(
But
p.
myself to its delizivfal compubidnshi
‘open, hands, and as my guide floated away, vows how miny souls may have been
what did I see? Over the fair print of the came softly breaoi”
f air, "brought to embrace the
gospel through th
thfo
the evéning:
written in,
treasured volume, seemed to be
influcneh fof his Ts
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of
one
unto
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have
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“Tnasnfu
dress,
’
letters of fire, ** Only one old calico
[many souls from the ranks of Miss ——'s
me.”
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it
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these,
of
least
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Pshaw!
and’my feet wrapped in papers.”
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redeemed,
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the | to the fire, opened a book that
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lin,
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paper
my feet wrapped in.
one; and it must relate, also, to things dress, and
Temperance
in
various
places;
and
referon the
northern part of the tribe of Ephraim; in which are indeed beyond the scope. of men’s were the only words 1 could tracé
‘REV. G.AV. HaskeLL died in Hodgdon,
ting to an abundant success in securing
Ado
;
page.
;
the south, in the center of the tribe of power.
Aroostook
Co., Me., Dec. 30th, 1874. He was
:
pledges,
temperance
wn
At last, in despair, the book was thro
It frequently happens, in certain parts of
Judah, Hebron was ‘chosen. East of Jorborn
in
Poland,
‘Androscoggin
Co., Dee. 9;
I laid down the paper and mused. Memhts allowed to wander
1814, being at the tima of his death60 years +
dan: on the north was Bashan in Manas- life, that one ean not,from natural or physi: down, and my thoug
ory
wandered
(0
the
past,
recalling
Lo
mind
cal limitations, do what one honestly wish- whither they would.
seh, a wide district of that tribe containing
a little, blue-eyed girl of six or seven sum- ofage. Tu early life he made a profession
While thus musing, a voice in the dismany places.
The spot selected out-of es to do. Then the wishis in part taken
Bers,
a little girl, just like stores of other of religion and united with the F. Baptists,
me.”
with
If our friends are involved tance seemed to call, * Come
for the deed.
Bashan was Golan, east of the northern
and always in his. preaching he gave great
soon found myself little, girls to be seen at country farm-houspart of the sea of Galilee
; Ramoth-Gilead in great troubles, in ‘griefs, which it is a Obeying the sound, I
prominence to the distinguishing doctrines
11
of
romp
and
play;
in
the
depths.of
es;
guide, speeding my
was the central city, in Gad and south of pain to witness, which we would’ relieve if following an unseen
of the denomination of his’ choice, Xa his
whose
eyes
one
would
not
think
of
looking
valfeys,
and
way over snow-capped hills
Bezer was the southern we could, the will is certainly to be taken
early struggles of mind on the subject of
mount Gilead.
particularly
to
discover
‘he
promise
and
frozen streams and pathless forests,

in the tribe of Naphtali;
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law

The

were

the will for the

side of Jordan: Kadesh on the north, in a
mountainous district, west of lake Merom,
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they

my chair
With a sense 0 f comfort, I drew

if there be a trué willinghess, [God sccepts'

apart that made them accessible to the va.
rious sections of the country. Three this,

trouble.

in

help

ously located, and

and

Ihiafr

Apostle Paul lays down this principle,

by night as well as by day, so that the
avenger might have no advantage over his
fleeing enemy. The selection of the cities
was, in view of the object sought, wisely
made, “The: most of them were conspica-

Papers.)

JOosHUA 20:19.
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In one of his letters to

open

and the gates of the city “were-kept
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ns, by being persuaded to
plibe, the valuable work of the
Speaker becomes apparent, and

the invis

“qo0k I" whispered

2 Whig Mul.

cities were to be three on’'one,

and three ou the other, siddef the Jordan.
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js view of the mind becomnd more susceptible to re-

% @ onufirfcnfiofls. Er

residence
rapily fixed.

his mind more fitted to receive and nourish

the good seed of the Spirit; and he will

be

fore, look not
so much

on

thy

hand,

the Author and Finisher of thy faith. We
shall never find happiness by looking’ at
our prayers, our doings or our feelings; it
is what Jesus is, and not

what'we

‘are that’

gives rest to our souls. + If we would
once overcome Satan, and have

peacE

God, it wouldjbe by *‘-looking unto. Jesus.”
Let not thy hopes or fears come between
hard after Him; and

the more easily persuaded to cone within thee and Jesus; follow
thee.—Selected.
How rarely he will never fail
the range of public services.
is the sot found within the house of Gog;
But once get them there, and they become | When you sendjup your prayers, be sure
more hopeful objects for the preacher's to dircet them to the care of’ the Redeemer,
and then they will,never miscarry.
work,
:
o

Aula

ERE
»

at
with

pe
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pe

with’

which thou art grasping Christ, as to
Christ; look not to thy hope, buat to' Jesus,
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youth upen the sidewalks, ‘obscene litera-

ture stares our daughters out of countenance
from the news-stands, and little children,
with no play-gronnd but.the gutter; and no
t, are
growing ‘up in ok
home but a
norance and
vice. If
this lazy, over
i

bear seems so divine,

So jamed. for Adany’s guilty line,
at none (unto ourselves we say.)
Of all his sinning, suffering
race,
‘Will hear that word, so full of grace

Aad coldly tr wwy.
But soon a

sad er

mod comes round,—

fallen
fo the ground,
And thie ambass adors o
ce
men i not cease
:
‘heaiven=they nly mourn

Bp

That suffers

bY

ig the people think so, and the

ers’ agrea

n refuse to rest,

w

8 into life,

Thut will not live again,

y

ude

apy

.

oh

the

of

Sane of the contest we muy wear;

et thas we shall appear more fair
ster's eye,

—

ree

And for the rest, in weariness,
. In disappeintment, or distress,

When strength decays, or hope grows dim,
‘We ever may recur to Him
:
Who has tne golden oil divine,
erewith to feed our fuiling urns,~
0 watches every
lamp that burns

shrine.

-

:
—R, C, Trench.

The Dragon of the Pews.
In av article with the above title,in Scribner for March, Dr. Holland

writes

as

lows:
Let us haye a plain word about the

. for sermons,

so

prevalent

in

these

fol-

greed

ward, diffical

gation can not be collected and held
because,

very

shows
I

‘that

he

can

searcer:

not Jtract

ny

might be

Still, men that have shown

ex-

very

short,

small,

Wellington, we believe, bard-

Peter Lhe Great
As far as

we

‘Adalphns is almost

the

borough was a Devdsome man, pak Siete
seems no record of his being actually tall.

still

It may well have ecu
Liouis

XIV.,
of

Ww ie itu

whom we

gti ped of Ws high beels and"

ia

scholar, a saint, a pe
example is
the sweetest sermon that a human life ever
uttered, a lovely.friend, a faithful pastor,

ly

98 ith

‘that: when

‘wig, and

th bis Sota: his Sioudanes seul hard:
belieye
ey saw in the little human

fares before he de body of ‘ Le Grand
Monarque,” - And William. III. was undersized, and his extraordivary opponent,

altainments

and skill, but if he ean not draw a crowd
by the attractive
gifts of popular éloguénce,
he must be sacrificed to the exigencies of

finance.

warriors men.

Napoleon
was

Luxemburg, was a dwarf.,
Claverhoase
was small; so,!we believe, was Cromwel.
As, however, there is considerable difficulty in obtaining reliable evidence on such
points, we pass at'once to what we believe

The church must bé filed, the in-

v
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glut of intellect”

man ‘with 'a million of money is rich while

the herhas itiagibis own, although ‘he 'losés’or
confasion of d
ressions, they. still go; spends it all in, an‘bonr, | Another attends
on preaching {{vfce ‘and thrice, and seen
o prayer meeting
who is good iu the
more averse than any others to a change o
medting and afte the meeting ; he will be
and

feeling,

and

4

policy. It is alt intéhectual girinndly ing,
and no activity, and vo‘ restiand reflection.

as good ‘to‘mofiPw

grows richer and xieher in ~Christian experience. His Christian life seems like the

Mis all erami; and wo conflict, and ‘shey
fem just as averse,to stop, cramming
as
did before
t ey
h
hepded
an op be-

an

shoahod the poteny crac

LL "But we are 60 siming too mach of their

time. | The greati-dragot i with its, mutitudinous, ner

“meet them next

Hin pms, and feel, is lo

as He is to-day; he

never failing brook;

it may

make more

noise coming down the hillside thay it, does
glidib g so quietly through
the ‘meadow, but

as i

quiries of my intellect, the ‘only adequdte:|
solution of the problem of my
sciousness, the

[}

Sanday with’ its mouths 1 thé life ofthe Viehdst soit.”
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g

fin trouble,

they

are

tion to the wants of my

heart, the onl

Jehovah, God, the Maker,

Ruler,

one suffice P

»
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{4-No," says the dragon. 1 ** No,” says his

keeper. and feeder. Brains, paper, ink,
* Jungs—he wdnts all you can give, and you

1
i

It.in secret; but it is: phraseology

.

Saviour

of the world, ~.Dr. E. P, Rogers.

The Moriiing
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Poisoned to Death.

canmeyey

teed and sustain a Christian fife ;
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El

is a large religlous'paper
of eit pages, now in

.| its fiftieth volume.

with a

at word Yelog a’ com-

terms as s

, rapport,

gins

me oyertaxed in performing

this

abor, in addition to their natural functions,
and can not long withstand the pressure,
but become variously diseased.

It is able, literary and progress-

.~ The brain, which
is: the
t eleetrical
center of all yitality, is unduly stimulated

weeks,on. superior paper, beautifully

:

illustrated,

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers thau the MYR.

TLE

Terms: single copy, each,

-

-

30 cents.

Packagesof ten or more to one ad-

ful, no doubt, but not at all necessary

consequence
Ghost.

of

depending

Tt is buman fear not

on

the

human

as a

Holy

piety,

that soggests the collapse and shame.
One thing only we must ask to be borne in

mind, namely, that there is a success which

is failure ; there js a failure which is success. Given the kind find deggreg of dependeuce upon the Spirit of
God indicated
Labove, and probly thoes may be great
changes in the form or mode of public ministration, Sermons may be less artistic,

latiguage may be less ornate or polished,

appéals may be more abrupt and
penetrating, methodical propriety may be disorgaaized, the pulpit may cease to be a refrigerator; great changes of many sorts may take
place—amongst the rest the Lord himself
may come to his holy temple as in these
latter days he seldom comes, and the eloquent orator may be silent before him.

But.
—

‘those’ who do not wish ‘to be quiet will

of the Spirit.

pen.

The blood itself being diseased, as

it

orms the sweat upon the surface of the
skin, is so irritating and poisonous that it
produces discolored brown spots, pimples,
blotches aud other, eraptions, sores, boils,
carbunecles and scrofulous tumors. The
stomach, bowels, and other organs

spoken

of, can not escape becoming
affected, sooner or later, and costiveness, piles, dropsy,

dyspepsia, diarrheea, female weakness, and

many other forms of chronic disease, are
AmobE the necessary results. As a remedy
for all these manifestations of disease, Dr.
Pierce’s Golden. Medical Discovery with

small daily doses of his Pleasant Purgative

Pellets are
positively unequalled. By them
the liver and stomach are changed to. an
active and healthy state, the appetite regulated and restored,
the blood and secretions
thoroughly purified and enriched, and the
whole system renovated and built up anew.
Sold by all first-class druggists and dealers
in medicine.

please ao down stairs.” If the music were
more attractive than the conversation, it is

Liberal Offers.

dom or safety. And we Rave reason to believe
that these offers will be met in the same spirit of
liberality and enterprise in which they are made,
and thus willa greatly increased patronage be
secured. The price of our books is twenty per
cent. lower than similar bdoks can be purchased
elsewhere, but ‘some of them are now put ‘at a
still lower figure, as we have them on hand, and

wish to place them where they will be doing
good.
ni
the Star and

other pa-

pers hereafter, will not the friends of these publications exert themselves to increase their circulation,

;

We continue our offer to clubs as follows :
ONE, can

spiritual,

the.

‘hatred

increased; and as religion
wus from ; hence
more
of a personalt
APatlanal cone rn,
such was'the opposition directed ggainst it.
Bat sill ‘the ‘Grgut Head '6t" ‘the ehiireh
lived. ; | The persecution & nicky taged at the

time,of which we speak was the. secopd! of

a
h

1

.per

j

tive

question. to me, . whether this

word

Jebovah
bus any real, meaning,
I live
in the actual world; my home is here; my

work is here ; wy responsibilities are here ;

my burdens, my; trials; omy’ discipline)

are

here. | [want to know if Iam to,do,my

work, bear my burdens,

meet my trials,and

then’ hdeérgo my discipline alone? Do I live in

have

the

.
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A Cohsumptive.
‘Cured.
death was hourly expeciéd fom Consdmp-

gests such a Being; the world within,
me When
vepeits the suggestion ; the idea js instingt. ash
ive to my Mind, in its healthiest ahd most covery
with

Yet on havin, med Cured hi led to a
diswhereby Dr. H. James cured his only
child
propasation

vigorous state, ; L find all whe history of the gives this
world full of this idea
; 1 find it in ‘all litera- | ex nges.
tion
ture, in all religion—everywhere, 1. look, I in
Irritation
seem to gee this great word

Jehovah

satisfidtory answer

instinctive in-

ing-me in the five.
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T'adcept it as the only

‘tthe

of Canna
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cents.

The Register
has made its annual appearance for more than
forty years, and contains, in addition to the usual
Calendar, the names of all Freewill Baptist church -

es, arranged

in gheir appropriate

Quarterly and

Yearly meetings, with their statistics; the names of +.

all misters and their post-ofiice addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our liter.
ary institutions,
&c., &c.

obituaries of deceased
.

ministers

The Psalmody
ie the denominational, Hymn Book, extensively
used, printed on both whité and tinted paper, 18Smo.
and 32mo. and bound in various styles,
See price lis of F. Baptist books.
The Sacred Melody

Ihe

Tg

J

y

(i;

Choralist

is a larger book of hymns and tunes than the
Sacred Melody, designed mainly for social worship,
though sometimes used for congregational simnging.
The Book of Worship
is still larger than the Choralist,
than 600 hymns

and 230° different

contains

tunes.

more

It is

well

adapted to either social or public worship,with congregational singicg.
:

Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly all the questions o
doctrinal theology, and the: author's. views are .
those generally accepted by the denom‘nation.
Butler's Commentary
by the same aathor,—Prof. J. J. Butler, nowot
Hillsdale College, Theological department,—contains
two volumes, one on the; Gospels, and the other on
Acts, Rom. and Cor.
It is an excellent help. for
Sabbath schools and family reading.
i
The

w fatherless world ? Am T avg orphan in the 11 DR. J. BALL: 81 CO. 0. BéxiosT.)
ristian, yet universe ? Is there no Being from who [
Noy, 91 Liberty Street, New. York Citys 3 X.

eruniieiit became prife

law is light.

Eyes,

-

address, $9.00 per year,50 or more, at the same
rate. Any number less than 50, 12 cents for each
copy per year.
Payment in advance.
Sample
copies sent free.
‘

Any subscriber to the Mokning ‘Star, who will
furnish the name of a New

+

covers.

The Board of Corporators, at its late meeting,
went as far in the liberality of its offers to the
patrons of our publications as it could go in wis-

As we pay postage on

egch,

is a small book of 225 i
and several tunes
selected especially for prayer meetings. It is an ex
cellent book; bound both in paper-board and cloth

On.

Our church has the name of ‘being a very
social church, but there are numbers and
numbers who have Leen connected with it
natural and earnésr. « Put-fresbness and life for years aud vet donot know five persons
to speak to,
There are those who say it is
into the mecting,
[043
Always be brief, both in prayer and in their own fault and that they ought to come
remarks. Feel free to take part more than to the sociables and get” acquainted there,
but our sociibles are such fearfully stupid
once, if you desire,
affairs I wonder how anybody has the cour¢ Btir op the gift
of God which is in
thee.”
se faithfully “what talents the age to go a second time. The Sabbath
school-room where we meet is a beautiful
Lord has given you.
’
;
Your providences,. your answers to pray- place; but it is {00 large. A hundred is only
er, your own experiences and thoughis a bandful in it, and"you go there and sit or
will always give you a witness to bear for stand around, staring at one another, each
as though, he were trying to 'look
Christ, and enable you to say something looking
which shall be for the profit and encourage- duller than his neighbor. They do get up
some games; but only a few will join, and
ment of others.
Keep ‘them ‘in’ remem- the gates do not
amount to much. It makes
brance,
Follow the topic s gested by the leader, you leel all the more stupid to ee¢ twenty
su far as ma be ; bui do not feel confined to or thirty laughing and running and havieg
it if the Holy Spirit's leading is otherwise. a lively time. The entertainment :comBeek always your chief direction in all mittees have tried to furnish some general
amusements; but they don't ameunt to
things from God.
;
Let there he much: earnest, silent prayer much either. Last night ‘there was plenty
enough it was; but
from all present, and let all heats he urit- of piano music,—
who wants tq, have to stop ‘whether or no ?
ed in the petitions uttered,
Pat cheerfulness and sunshine into it. Mr. Court was gnite too imperative. *¢ Mr.
Make the meeting a witness of the joys of So-and-so will favor you with some music
religion. Dulluess and gloom are not fruits now, if it be your pleasure,” he said, ‘* and
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Capital aud Théothe
irequent diminution’ of ‘their numbers by ed upon like so many violins. * Yes, that is
that hold a charm for (heir dissipation, It
defection. and. death—(heir existence, and $0,’ say we all; but we still keep on standis 8 wrong and shame which ought fo be
abolished, just as soon as sensible men. 4 1 Tean spiritual capital and spiritual in- especially their inevense, must: be wonder- ding around; a dead weight on the enterful, and can not otherwise be accounted for tainmens committee, and remarking how
have read this article.
|
come. I Jook out of my window during a
dull it is.— Christianat Work.
Who Was brimaily in the blame for this shower, and there is quite a brook running but that Christ liveth. .
When they were few in’ number, and
condition of
ings, we do not know; but past the house, upon the side of the road; wandered
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as strangersfrom one nation to
We suspect the ministers themselves ; ought
Guaranteed. We loan not to exceed one-third of
10 an hour the brook has all disappeared,
for
Fa'th in a Personal God.
the value ascertained by personal ins
ion by
to bear a portion of it. Begining in New’ the shower is over. A minister conducts apother, be suffered no men to hurt them.
one of the firm.
In many Jeary business have
:
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© reproved kings for the. sakes, saying,
England years ago, ihe sermon in Americ:
never lost a dollar.
‘We pa
he interest promptly
the servicesg on the Sabbath, and seems ‘“ Touch not mine anointed,
and do my
We live in a day when faith in a person- sel anngally in New
York drafts,
During the
has always been made too much of, The rich in spiritual thought, emotion and lite
In Egypt he saw al God, as the Maker, Sovereign, and Say- panic when all other securities lagged, our farm
gloat preachers, by going into their pulpits observe him after meeting, or much of the: prophets no harm.”
paid promptly.
We get funds
their affliction, and came down to deliver jour of the world, is doubted by some and mortgages were
unday after. Sunday with their supreme time daring the week, and he is as dry,
{fromthe Atlantic to the Missouri river, and may
intellectual effor(s, have created the de- spiritually, as the channel that was filled them. . Of Jerusalem the enemy said, denied by others. * Bit this is (rue, that be able. to refer to Rarties of your acquaintance.
‘‘Raze,
raze
it
to
the
foundation
;”
but
the
.
none of those schools and thinkers who are mend for full particulars,
mand for such efforts.
Metaphysics, di- to overflowing by the shower. A person Lord remembered it, and destroyed its
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de- seeking to take away, God from ws, as a
dactics, apologetics, arrayed in robes of attends the prayer meeting and seems rich stroyer.
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Under the Persian dominion the great first cause, have been able to offer
+ rhetoric, hive. held high converse with indeed in a 1 that constitutes spiritual life captives were
us
restored
to
their
own
lands;
anything
that
is
competent
to take his
‘them.
The great theological wrestlers and experience; the day following the yet even
the enemy intrigued against place. = No atomic theory, no nebular hyhave made the pulpit their arena of conflict. meeling he feels himself utterly destitute them, so then
A Gem worth ReadingA Dizinond worth Seeieg
that for one-and twenty years the pothesis, no doctrine of evolution. or develHomilies have
grown into sermons and of the “experience which comforted his own | ‘building of the Temple was hindered, and
SAVE YOUR EYES
;
opment, no dogma’of necessity or chance,
sermons into orations.' Preachers have set heart, aud cheered others, on the previous the prayersiof the
Prophet
Daniel
were
RESTORE
your
SIGHT,
uncap’ever
bring
satisfaction
and
strength
to
aside the teacher's simple task for that ot night.
a
answered, Thus it was, I conceive,
THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,
the orator. Even to-day, they can no* see,
ow there are those who think such ex- ‘¢ the Prince of the'kingdom of Persia that a mind that considers {this great world of
By resis Sus Iiluitiitice
withor they will not’admit,
that they have been | perienceis worthless; theré are those Who stopd the angel fox gue ang-twenty days; matter and of spirit; and asks, whence came
it alt? And if this be so in the mere world:
ANATOMYTellsof how
tie BYE. {/
ia the wroug
With a knowledge.
of the themselves condemn themselves, thinking but lo, Michael, the chief. prince, stood with of
thought and theory, how ‘much more is ) SIGHT,
stove paired Visionto Re
human min wh ich can not but make them such experience is not genuine, when: there him, and helped him.
A
on
Wee:
wo
be
aware that no more than a single good ser- is nothing in this world’ purer or more gen- | Under the Gospel! dispensation,” ds" the It 50 in.'the every-day “world of practical
lite
?
This
is
more
than’
a
mere
Ne
toros
Tafamend
and
NearmSighten
speculamon can be'digéstéd by ‘a ‘congregation in uine than such an éxperiénce may be. A church
terest on the debt must be paid,and nothing
can'do this but a wan who will *“ draw.”
The whole thing is managed like a theater.
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only leader that was decidedly tall. ' Marl-
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Cun leary, Gustavae

because,

and only

and even a s¢rmiopizerof ‘fare

nine cubits

probable that Goliath

was short rather than tall.

with-

So soon, therefore, as a. man

a

bedstead,

ly five feet eight inches.

. the brilliant men who hayg the gif: of elo-

quence.

his

'Tt'seems

short than tall.

Brilliant preach-

scavce, and

of

perhaps, five feet four inches. < Nelson was

principal reduced, by filling it with a large
and interested congregation, That congre-

brilliant men. are

VLA

You and I, my reader, have
squandered in- difference ;. it is phraseology
plus, and what
come by conduct, May
help us to thut plusis no man dan determine exhaustturn every
cious ‘influence, | thought, rely. - Perhaps
it is more fitly expressed

Go-

traordinary energy
(we dre not now speaking of single efforts of stent): very
active leaders in war, for example,
have on
the whole, been remarkable rather as being

worship
are built, for which the builders
run heavily in debt. That debt can only be
handled, the iuterest wn it paid, and the

ing is scarce,

iron.

supposed.

expensive edifices’ ot

out brilliant preaching.

The

is based on

to the extremities is less felt than

unjust a position as they

ay. &

Nel

id

r in Christian ‘character;
they are like
arge-salaried men who somebow manage
to spend all their income and die poor.
+ It is no fancy, this, of capital'and income.

of

the work of the heart in pumping the blood

latter

Saye
We doubt whether there ever was
a
time in the
ry of the Christian church
when its mini;
were placed in so awk-

are

ud

great stature, and the like. Supposing the possible; if not, come when you can, The
shekel of brass to be the same as a shekel extent to which you give up "business, ease
of" iron, Goliath's spear was twice the and pleasure for the prayer meeting is one
weight of that of Ishbibenob. In modern of the best evidences of consecration to
:
days soldiers of ten feet in hight would not, Christ,
Come to it prepared in thought and spirit
be specially valued. Frederick William's
arroy of giants was ‘a watter of ridicule to do what you can to make it interestin
rather than of awe. Let us sce how far and profitable, Make it a subject of prithe giants'of old differed from them. We | vate prayer. —Huve faith in Chirist’s prom=
now: lay no great stress on a few inches in ised presence and blessing.
Cultivate a proper regard for the prayer
hight. Frederick William had some enormous men found for him by the Czar, but meeting as a meuns of grace. Esteem its
we may safely fix his limit at ten feet, a attendance a privilege and a pleasure, not
hight of whieh we have few men veeorded an irksome duty.
Participate
in the meellng, either by
during the last two thousand years, His
provi however, were individual speci- speaking, praying, repeating or reading a
Scripture, reciting or singing a
mens, in most cases meu who from some verse of
exceptional cause grew wonderfully; in part of a hymn, or by asking the pastor or
short, they were overgrown men.
The others some question relating to practical
:
giants iy Bl
were a race, and the religion.
It is very important that you should aldifference is very great. It is uncommon
to find a man with a stock of vital energy ways bold yourselves in readiness to imwithout waiting for
differing greatly from his fellows; that is, prove each Lp
those of his race. Consequently, a very cach other and without being urged.
Abandon all mere formality aud cant.
tall man is generally rather: feeble.
In
some cases a very well-made man may Break away from all use of hackneyed exhave his arteries and limbs so formed that pressions, ways and tones of voice. Re

Oh! let us not this thought allow,—
The, heat, the dust upon our brow,

fly

length
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:

Than if in fear to lose the bloom,
Or ruffle the soul’s lightest fliime,

taller, but the estimate

was more gigantic than the

aspire

| nursing there

Before His sa

have been made

(Deut, 3:11), On this it is quite hazard| ous to depend, A giait king might pride

Faith's solitary pyre,
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ay!

There

preaching, comforted of God

himself on his stature, and wish to keep up
the idea of it by a specially large
bedstead
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Master thinks about it.
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(Of Knowiedge und of power,
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Then if spring-odors on the wind
Flos bys Shiu
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were wiser
done, to give
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on Monday, after the mayer meeting and not that he should prépare his ‘sermon, bat
in the midst of Secular Wo , they seem (0 that he Should prepare ‘himself, His exin gecret3’
settle dowa to a ealm, peaceful flow of re- egesis he has of course pre
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ML had all
-| eyes and hands, we could have something their lives a large spiritual ‘income ; they
erent, But the sermon,is the great have bad the richést influences
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ever got, by experience, (he sweet imressions of a brook after a shower ? There question, how farshould a preacher depend
nothing
I know of so like it as the life on the Holy Spirit in preaching :
of some Christians;
The advice [ to the preacher J would be,
after the Sabbath and

ed ; drunkenness debauches
the people under the shield of law, hatlotry jostles our

High thoughts at first, and visions high
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must give him all you can. The house nor ‘have Ohristians any "right to depend
Dependence .on the ‘Spirit.
must be. filled, the
debt must
be paid, and vpon the external assistance of the means
you must ‘be a poiyujas reacher,
or: get of grace. : The Christian may be like the
out of the: way.
Meantime, the dragon brook after the shower, living and joyous
Dr. Parker, the author of the Paraclete,
sleeps, and meantime the city is badly rul- "when all shower-sireams are. dry. Have a most instructive book, thus (discusses the
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Treatise

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
by the

denomination,

and

our

general

held

usages in

church-build
ing. It is published by authority of the
General Conference,
i
:
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. - It describes with considerable detail, the

early

events

of our

tory.

denominational

:

The

Memorials

of the

Free

his-

Baptists

give the rise and progress of this body of Christians in New York, till the time of their union with

the Freewill Baptists.

:

The

Minutes of the General Conference
“‘are published in pamphlet form at thé close of
every session, and the bound volume
embraces the

proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

Sabbath School Question Books
are-for adults and children. Threeor
ferént books have bezn published, and
with a large
The

sale.

Biographies
DAVID

four difhave me

MARKS,

of
MARTIN

CHENEY

and WILLIAM

BURR are extensively read by their
several copies are still on hand.

friends; and

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work,

and

every Christian

it,
would be benefited by reading

Thoughts

upon

is a reprint

Thought

of 130

pages

from

an

tion, and considers the responsibility
lation

to

his

thoughts;

English

of man

edi--

in re-

the government

of

the

thoughts; and the influence ofrthought on . the for-

mation of character, Almost
uted ;—five cents per copy.
Close

Communion,

gratuitously

or Open

distrib-

Communion

is an experience and an argument, in: which the
folly of close communion is clearly and ably exposed.

A bookof 175

pages,

by

mau,

a Baptist

clergy-

Lectures
ON

THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

BIBLE;

an

excellen

book for all who would * search the Secriptures.’’
Twenty-two lectures on the most important points
of Bible sgtndy.

Dialogues and Recitations
for Sabbath School.Concerts ;—32
a few copies left.

pieces;—only

Tracts

were not. stereotyped till, within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following:
Denominational,
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:

which ‘éontaitis’' a historical statement, and a

brief notice of ourl doctrinal basis, church polity
and institutions.
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Direct Preaching.

cer-

tain travelers.’
!
Did the minister describe you to your:
self? Every man: is interested in himself;
and if he heats the man inthe pulpit talk
about him, hetwill
prick up his ears, and
listen. Said an old minister in northern

its moral’ reputation
along with our 'ex:

showing that marders for political offenses

as an evan-

of

of music, a fine

the

repor.,

the

Boston

Adpertiser

says:

singer, and himself the author of many
beautiful and popular
hymns, such as
«Jesus loves Me,” ** Almost Persuaded, ”
‘* More to follow, ” aud others.
Very nat-’

urally their work is, in some

1

say ' amusement,

in

a

many

respects, sim-

for, the

promise Was forgotten; and hence this explanation.
R. D. Frost.

WaSTaiN

called out will,

SUFFERERS.

Here

is

"MemorialIoto Knowlton.
A mesiorinl to Ebenesier. Knowlton should
be one worthy of the man; and so it should

somethingin addition to: (he granite or’
marble

sleeping.

that may tell us Where his dust is

And this leads me to say that it

was understood a

gy Bome of Sho friends

of Bates’ College,a few years

before the

one, we are glad to place before our read-

death of Mr. rowlion: ‘that the Tet wing

ers, earnestly hoping that it may stir many

of the college buildings, when it should be
erected, should be called Knowlton Hall.

of themto afford

such

help

as the letter

suggests, and as hosts of .them
dantly able to give.

man, who has passed six years as an. itin-

school,

should be so designated in the report.” This

The hymns

just such a statement as we have been wait--

If there is any exaggeration in the sketch
it probably consists in ascribing too ‘many ~——CHRISTIANITY FOR ALL TmME, . The
murders to political causes.
The other. | last but one in the King’s Chapel course. of
oveuing we heard a New Eugland gentle- sermons was preached by Rev. Professor

ee

offer is wade.

ing for. It is that of an eye-witness of the
grasshopper ‘ravages in thé: West, and a
personal sufferer by their destractive visitation, His stalement, which isa truthful

one, is the most ridiculous yet.’

teachin

attention of the church to it,that the present

Tuk

minds.

a

measure 10 remedy this, or at least call the

reasons why we hope! it may find a successful issue.
{
\

nn

are frequent and that society is in a deplor- But this one, of valuing a white hnman
able condition. Referring to this feature’ skin at a thousand dollars above a black

gelist, with marked success for several
months, With hin is associated Mr, P. P.
Bliss, an eminent composer

fo'

Tie

earn

time
spot i = and only, caretully
securing a promise that the expenditure

of course, be the propertyof the Christian
church,and this constitutes one of the strong

have evidently done the wisest thing in
recommending that he be undisturbed until
i Current Topics.
>
to repent of their §ins and begin Christian his term of office éxpires.
Whether the work of the. committee Tae VALUE oF CoLoRr. We hope it is
lives. Mr. Moody|' of whose work in|
Great Britain we spoke in a recent issué, proves beneficial or not wilt now dépend on not true, as the cable states, that Earl Der
has been one of the foremost
lay-workers. the attitude of those most: intimately’ oon. by has accepted from Spain as an indemnity
Mr. K. A. Burnell His labored extensively cerned. -Itis certainly desirable that they, for the Virginfus outrage on British sub
uader the auspices’ of the Young Men's show a generous acquiescence in fs recom. jects, £500 sterling for each white and £300
Christian Associations; Maj. Whittle, of | mendations.
sterling for each. black wan murdered,
The minority report draws a dark pict- | The folly of distinctions has often been
Chicago, imitating ' the ‘example of his
friend, Mr. Moody, gave up a presperous ure of the reign of terror in the Sonth, the cause ‘of the ''grealest pain,
not
business, and has been at work

* Have you heard the Dominie call your
name?” So the Dutch ask each other Sanbelieve

by it.

:

EEE
BR te

if we are to

general approval.
| Boston is preserving
The committee is clearly not satisfied that while we are coming
Kellogg is the legal governor, but they planation.

Among these, is direct evangelistic labor;
| the holding of meetings for the specific
purpose of leading men to decide for Christ,

WEDNE JAX, MARCI 3, 1875,

day after Sanday,

af least, unused

:

legislature whom this board tried to keep. the north and south pole,—all the difference But it is not 80 wilh home missions. Here
out of their seats’ be admitted will meet in the world, : We are glad to observe that our church hymn books fil. Tt is in some

along the old and “well-worn channels of
service, has opened for itself new outlets,
and has pushed in(o forms of labor hitherto

“Pelosed to it, or,

+++

8; 1875.

Lincoln

Center,

are abun-

"The leiter is dated at

Dakota,

and

proceeds as

9

greatly in
shopper p

especially consulted in the matter, and had|

approved of the name.
ing

follows :
To view of the

And I will say also that Mr. Bates had been

utter

wo

destitution

1 though
ul

ot

this

new

Wesotmt 2
ooh
take

informed

Mr. Knowlton be-

of what was

contemplated,

replied by saying that if his name

should

be connected witlf any institution his choice

would be the one. at Lewiston, as he had
8. L. Caldwell, of the Newlon, Theological the iberty to make
an
your
preacher in south-west Missouri, on
columns jobehalf of the su
gr
had had the honor of laboring for it in its early
Seminary,
on
the
permanence
of
the
Chris-,
a circuit less than fifty miles square, say
the Starin my amily most of the time for the
existence.
;
New Hampshire, ‘- No sermon is a sermon, Maj. J. H. Cole is still another lay-worker that there bad been more than a huudred tian faith, A religion stamped in the be- Just twenty
yiyesrs) - knowing
the free hearts
whose
work
has
béen
productive
of
great
But
the
action
of
our
bree
at
Rillsunless it bas a pinch somewhere in it.”
ginning
with
the
seal
of
finality,
having
|
| murders in that territory during his resiou
‘Would:
not.
3 w
itingng usue a ie alald inntiA dale has cut off the college from doing
He had .ope young man studying divinity good, These men are free from the re- dence there. We presume that there is a enduréd the corruptions of the centuries our time of heed.
as yn
have emigritedLo his new, hd Seautto em
what I have no doubt it would have done
with him. The student had been a black- straints of a professional habit and mau- Seuerd) state of lawlessness throughout the thiough whichit has come to trinmph, and wry
to try to make’ bbs)
le homes.
In this
uth and South-west, and thé truth about containing so mueh of propheey in its pressmith, The old parson taught the young ner, which almost inevitably attaches it political
loeality the grasshoppers were very destructive, whenever the means should have been raismurders probably lies between the
one to take his vise into the pulpit with him, selfto the ministry. Their methods are statements of those who declare that there ent uspect, the preacher claimed was not taking almost ever: thing, Some of the wheat ed for building the new hall. OF course I
was not worth cutting, + Potatoes and vegetables
and to give one more turn at the handle, fresh and for the most part singularly di- is nothing of the kind, and of those who to fail so long as human nature ahd human of all kinds were almost destroyed. There have shall not be understood as. criticising the
rect. They get at the hearts of men.
find political causes at the bottom of every life are unchanged.
—fir from this.
when he was filing away on the vices of
The discourse was been eftorts ‘made to furnish seed wheat, but action of Hillsdale College,
thus fur they have failed. And still itis hoped
They stiv them. They help ‘them.
They!) lawless act.
On the contrary, I think well of it; and I
his congregation, to make sure nothing
worthy of a place in that axcellent series of Hore hay be some furnished.
lead them straight to Christ. They exert if there is, we still. stand in
great need of trust the result will be that the memory of
There are certain other features of {he sermons,
should slip. To his dying day this blackhelp. Although the bardest of de winter is a man who was interested in our denomismith minister made every sermon pinch. cise a strong and helpful influence upon a report which will doubtless prove distastepro! ably Pst, ‘as far as the cold weather is conclass of persons, whom ministers find it dif ful to fair-minded persons. It” will not do
cerned, yet it leaves the needy in gréater want
nation in nll its parts, and who kvew neiHis hearers were always “awake when he
TAT
SECURITY
OF
GOVERNMENT.
In
a
thaw at uy other time,
Broad
must be bad,
ficult to reach.
to threaten the South, To suspend the writ
ther any East ner any West, will receive a
came to the pinch; if they were not, he
and
Seed,
i
f
we
can
getit,
suggested by Washington's birth, Now, are there not many men, and some of habeas corpus, acd thos to deal with the | serndon
°"""
+4.double honor,
~ Now...if.our-Eastern--brothren-see-fit-togave nother turn to thd vise and pinched|
women, too, in. our own churches, ‘who southerners,- would be too much in the day, Rev. James Freeman Clarke has called| us, thes can do so, b sending us anything that
The college gueslion is a very shople
the harder.
ina family.
‘Dried trait, groceries,beans,
attention to the dangers of federal encroachWe must raise $50,000 to secure
If we were fo have the New Testament might do good sexvice in .this direction? spirit of giving the blow before the word. ment on State government, and. hazarded clothing, and a little money would not come one.
Why should not a pastor who finds his field It could n’t amount to ‘much to pretend to
amiss, Yo help get our seed, and bread. ‘Garden
£100,000 from Mr. Bates. Of this amount,
method carried out in every sermon, peothe statement that ‘tin some respects” the seeds would be very acceptable to many.
ple would wake wp, unless the sermon white and ready for the harvest call to his seek for peace and recongiliation thers, and government was nevor in a more insecure | Goods of this ul or, could be sent in boxes, I am irying to raise $15,000; the alumni
help a layman who may have _ skill in per- at the same title to ,apply a measure the
marked “ for Srusshiopper {oleroms.” apd
4
directof the college are trying to raise $10,000;
were continued till midnight,
when the
KNOWLES,
Elk Point,
Union Co.,
sonal conversation, ‘power in prayer, -or the most .odious which the southern temper condition than now. His qualification may edto * ORSON
nd Mr. GeorgeE. Gay is about te enter
Dakota.”
But
as
this
would
leave
the
box
foriy
consequences might be fatal. The Pauline
possibly make his statement trae, We cers miles off (our nearest railroad station) a letter upon the
blesséd gift. of song?
work of raising $26,000. In othcould contemplate.
We must. approach
preaching was intensely personal, Not
tainly have much {o fear from the spirit of should be sent to the same address at Lincoln
Why
should
not
the
lay
brother
respond
them
in
‘the
epirit
of
peace
if
we
would
be
er
words,
the Executive Board of the col“ personal "in the offensive sense of exUnion Co,, Dakota, forming us of
party strife, the want of integrity in public Center,
to the call? It is “often difficult to obtain a peacefully received, the fact. The goods would be faithfully divided: lege have voted-te'make an effort to raise
hibiling a savage:.spleen against particular
places, and the tendency ito individual mis- among ‘the ‘sufferers, Our sincerest gratitude
$25,000 as a fund for the endewment
of a
hearers; but singularly ‘adapted to every minister to-help when help is most needed,
But the responsibility lays not alone with
reward-to
the dobors.
use of official privileges ‘now. go often ex- eowld-be-the-onty
and in many cases it would not be the best
Tu Sincerity,
ORSON KNOWLES,
professorship, to be called the KxowrrtoNn
individual case. A
peculiarly energetic
the North. Theres needed the co-operakind of help, if it could be. bad. Nor is it tion of good citizehs in both sections to hibited. But, there is also more intelli
and they have appointed
We will only add that seed time is fast ap- ProressorsuiP,
President of Dartmouth college, afterwards
gence in she country than ever before, we
+-neeessary that ~they should work always bring about the videded condition.”
Mr.
Gay
as
the
agent
to do this work, Mr.
And in
a theological teacher in, Cobnecticut, was
preaching iu that country, and the boxes,
simply as helpers. It may often be proper all pyobabiiity good feeling and prosperity have the benefit not only of our own expeGay is a graduate of the college, and in
thoroughly convinced that thé way to keep
particularly
if
they
contain
seeds
of
any
rience in government but of the spectacles
and peedful that they, should labor as indg- will return to that
Justicego him I ought to say that he voltinsection only in propormen awake, was to give them something
presented in the last fifty years among the kind, should be hnrried off. It is a pleaspendent workers. In neighborhoods where
tion as they ut, the South accept: the : situa- governments of the old world. We are; a ure to know that several boxes of needed tarily tenders liis services to the college in
relating to * themselves to. think about,—
the people are nat able to suppert regular tion, and we at the North, regardless of
even at a little. risk of rasping some of them.
articles hyve already been seat to diffrent this hour of its great need. He now occupreaching services, or which are remote party lives, unite and work ‘with all our teachable people. We-ought to profit by
“I would rather,” said he, * they would
pointsin the West,in response to statements pies a fine place as a teacher of a city high
from the home of the mivister, inh outly- might for love and fellowship. The. coun« this experience, and go on to show that if
school, and the people of the city are anxpreviously
made Tn the Star.
snarl than snore.” But snarling is almost
we really are in any great natiomal peril we
ious that be should rémain with them. So
as bad as snoring ; and while the New Tes- ing districts which the minister has not try is worth that effort, isn’t it?
have sufficient good sense and enough pubat a great sacrifice be enters npon his work.
tament method awakens oppesition, ‘Paul time to reach at the favorable season, they
WniTEsTowN
SEMINARY,
The
annual
| lie integrity yet remaining to carry us safeThe It is the love be has for the college and for
was very careful to’ put the matter in such may find many a tield of usefulness. SomeToo
Late,
ly through. There ig, nevertheless, moch to catalogue presents a good record.
a way that men should be angry against times two or three Christians may unite to
classes have been well filled, and the sews the:denemination represented Ly the col-.
think
of
in
the
statements
which
Mr.
Clarke
that sends him forth, and I know our
Heaven and not him. Some of the people, work together, and do great good, each
eraljdepartments of instruction are w ef
Some people are accustomed to be a 1il- has made.
furnished
with
the
best
facilities,
both
Hj
will recerve him with open hands.
it is true, thought that by putting stripes contributing something to the common tle too late in almost everything. ' Late in
tsi
Our friends are doing well in giving just
apparatus and teachore,
This is vuv of OUF
on him they were dishonering
his Master; stock, and in the aggregate, producinga goingto bed and in getting up, in going
Thisemi- old ins'itutions, and it has anb excellent recs now for our young men; and it seems to
but he always wrought in love, never in power which God will delight to bless. to work,to their meals and to their ap- ~——SIiR CHARLES LYELL DEAD.
me that this is preparing the way for them
anger. A careful study of Paul's method The history of the somewhat famous pointments. In short, they are habitually nent geologist and scientific student died in ord.
te do a greater thing. The salaries of the
He is best
shows that when he rebuked men, he did it “ Praying Band”of Troy, N. Y., under behind time everywhere, and that often England, Monday of last week.
the direction of Mr. Hilman, illustrates the
Professors must bé provided for, or our
by an appeal to the divine authority. and to
greatly to their disadvantage. Business of koown in this country by his accounts of
powerof combined influence.
They are
whole enterprise will come ta » ewido.
the consciences of those whom he addressimportanée is to be attended to, where thou- his travels and geological and social obserand. 1 speak as unto wise men, and this is
ordinary men;
“none of them especially
vations
here,
and
by
his
“*Prineiples”
and
ed. They bad no chance to fight with him ;
sands of dollars are at stake, and. still they
enough for me to say.
0. B.C.
“The Board
ard Meeting.
gifted, unless it be with faith and zeal ; but
they had to attack ' God or to abuse their
wait until the last train, and: then ' barely +*Elements” of geology. TLe principal ob-together they make a strong force of workfeet
of
these
latter
works
was
to
show
that
Hillsdale
le College.
own better nature: if they turned against
A speck meefing ¢ of the Corporators
come in sight of the station to see it leave
ers, and much good has often resulted from
the early progress of geology was retarded the Printing Establishment was held in
him, they were illogical in doing it.
without them. Only a little too late!
The following from 1 a Correspondent of
1 heir labors.
by a prevailing belief that the former Dover, N. H., last week, to considér quesTake, for example, the. .epistles to the
Being too late is often followed by fatal
the Chicago Times will be read with interThere is, we learn, in the stale of New
changes
of
the
earth
and
its
inhabitants
tious arising from the changed condition of
Corinthians:
it is found that the aposresults, The up train is only a little too
est by all our readers:
112 treats of the highest themes, and then York, a gentleman who, in the practice of late. It is hurrying to reach the depot be- were the effects of causes differing in lu- our affairs,
Less than a year ago the goodly structure,
tensity,
and
some
of
them
in
kind,
from
t he profession of law, has accumulated a
Soon after the Editor had become well
fore the down train leaves; but the last moincidentally alludes to Corinthian sins,—as
property sufficient to afford him a support
those cow in operation ; whereas (he true settled in his new quarters in Boston, his | erected 20 jours since in this place by the
Freewill
Baptists for the instruction of
if he were saying that sons of God ought to
‘ment transpires,it leaves and beth trains
key to the interpretation of geological health began to decline, and alter a few young men and women ic the exact scienduring his life-time. For several years past
be in better business than some ofthe Cormeet. with inevitable destruction.
Wood monuments is to be found, according to the
he has given his timie and labors almost
ces and in polite literature was nearly deinthians were unfortunately engaged in.
and ito and human bodies are ‘scattered author, iin a knowledge of the changes now | weeks he found himself unable to attend to stroyed by fire.
wholly to the interest of Sunday -schools;
the
office
work.
The
Executive
Committee
By warmth of personal affection, by use of
abroad promiscuously. It is said that Na- going on in the organic and inorganic
The friends of Hilledule college were
visiting many places, holding conyentions
the most uplifiing motives, he led men
poleon lost the battle of Waterloo just be-| worlds. | His Geological Evidences of the and several of the Corporators were called well-nigh discouraged as they contemplated
and institutes, delivering addresses, and
for consultation,and he was relieved from all the
blackened and ruined walls, and the
away from their sins; not sparing them,
cause one of his marshals, who was to re- Antiquity of Man" and his opinions on the
laboring
to awaken
interest and give insmoking
debris, on the Gth of last March.
labor
and
responsibility
as
Editor
of
the
warning in all faithfulness, but always in
inforce him, was a little too late, and the Origin of Species by variation have given
struction in the best modes of Sunday school
Morning Star till the next annual meeting. By the recuperative energies ol these friends
love, and always by an authorityT higher
consequence was the great general became
him a prominent place in the miuds of The assistant editor, takes charge of the pa- we have now
than his own, and always by an appeal to work. Why should not others, whom God a prisoner, an exile the rest of his days,
¢ Beauty for ashes;
thinking persons. Altheugh his opinivbs’ per for the present, and a large number of
bas similarly blessed, give their time and
+ The oil of joy for mournin 2;
the witness within every man.
living and dying on the lonely isle of St. could often be successfully combatted, he
to direct work for the salvation of
our ablest men ahdibest writers have .conThe garment of praise for the spirit of
At this season of the year, when the labor
Helena.
was yet a man of fresh and origial mind, sented to furnish articles, and the Editor heaviness. ”
Spirit is wont to plead in a special manner souls?
A-murderer is arrested, tried, convicted and has contributed much to the’ scientific
On the site of the burnt building now
Some of the laity are feeling the pressure
himself is expected to write occasionally,
with our churches and congregations, we
and sentenced to be hung; but mitigating knowledge of the time.
stands an edifice which is not only a speciof the Holy Spirit in this direction.
Let
when
health
and
inclination
shall
enable
need to bave the most incisive preaching;
me nof architectural beauty, but contains
circumstances influence
the governor and
SR
them respond to its influence, seeking ever
him to do so. Our patrons muy rest as- large and commodious Xo0ings Mas
well
sermons with a grip to them. . The Scotch
0
a pardon is written and Biven to a messenwell
lighted
windows
and English pastors, in trying’ to account Divine gyidance, and God will bless them, ger. The hour appointed for the execution ——THE NAME AMERICA. Mr. Jules Mar- sured that ample and efficient aid A will be ventilated,
insulated
and lead them to fields of usefulness.
secared, so that the paper will not suffer by in every outer wall of Po
for the marvelous success of «Mv. Moody,
cou contributes to the current Atlantic an
building; each room
of which opens
Their souls will be enlarged ; feeble church- arrives, the prisoner is led forth and placed
the
temporary
change.
:
assert that the secret is found in the appliupon the drop, the rope is adjusted,
the last article on the origin of the name America,
into a hall, large and spacious, to receive
In view of the above named facts, the the out
ring’ of the classes from the difcation he makes ‘of the truth; preaching es will be helped ; fainting pastors will be moment expires, the drop falls, and a soul | which presents a view partly new in that it
Committee did not feel at liberty to pro- ferent recitation and lecture rooms. On the
and singing and personal ‘conversation, all encouraged, and souls will be saved.
seeks
to
wrest
the’
honor
from
neither
CoWhile speaking ‘of lay-service in the is launched into eternity, when lo! the
ceed ‘with the entire removal to Boston firs: floor are the president's room, the
tending one way, to make the sinner fegl
church
we desire to add a single remark to messenger appears with the governor's par- lumbus nor Vespuecias. Nor does it accord without fartherinstruction ; hence the meet- treasurer's room, Ea wo leclure-rooms.
that God's appeal is to him,—arousing the
either of them that honor. It simply
On the second floor are two recitation
churches destitute of pastors. Don’t give don, only justa little too late.
the Board, as above stated. After care- ‘rooms and two united rooms for the librar®™.
sleeping conscience, and leading directly to
Worse than this! “A certain man is, gon’ | claims that the name is itself an American of
up your regular services. Keep the church
ful and prayerful consideration the follow- The third floor is devoted to the chapel.
the Lamb of God. There can be no ques-|
open. Let some brother expound ‘the victed of sin, and conyinced of the indis. word, that it comes from the name (Americ) ing resolution was unanimously adopted :
‘where the‘routine of each da wil be ushtion about the efficiency of some of the lay
Scripture and give such exhortation as he: pensable necessity of salvation. He under- applied in Nicaragua to the mountain range
Whereas the condition and circumstances oad in by devotional exercises. This is a
preachers in this country,
who make a
‘between
Juigalps
and
Libertad,
being
in
‘stands
what
he
must
do
to
be
‘saved;
and
large audience-room, With frescoed
of this Establishgnent have been materiall
may be ables~or, what is usdally “still betspecialty of taking their Bibles in band, and’
Ye has time spread over the whole of the. New changed since the last Weethyg of the Boa
- ls, Irom the rostrum of which will
ter; tet some one read ‘a sermon. (In these he intends to do it, but not now.
addressing the ¢onscience, and laying bare
‘the serious illness of the
Editor, there- doubtless be given occasionally instruction
days there islad lackof sérmons adapted to other erds in view for the present, and he World. But thereis. a familiur feature of by
Ly resident and foreigu lecturers.
the principles’ which’ govern a Christian
his theory,—that which presents the famous’ fore,
imagines
(bat
there
is
time
enough
yet.
To
this use, and’ mo lack of jgood readers.
As I survey this
beautiful building
That: the entire removal of
Jife,—all in a very simple everyday sort of
be sure, the Bible says, “Seek first the king- (although anknown to any great fime) ‘old | Resolved,
(so nearly completed) of the Bo of five
While the services: may be in charge ‘of the
this
Establishment
to
Boston,
as
_contemway, without much learning, save what
dom of God,” and-he means to seek, but not publisher and bookseller of the Vosges, who
jected, and look to hd ri
it a little
plated by the action of the Board ut a pre- |
officers of (he church, the sermon ' maybe
they have gathered iu the ¢loset. Power in
first. He promises himself that he will be had heard the, yord Americ nsed by sailors Dons meeting, be referred to the discretion way at the finished walls of fhe second, my
prayer, and a living faith which will not read by any person, ny young man or ready in a short time, But time glides im- from the nex continent, apd thus. came to’ of the Execut ve Committee until the next thoughts will recur to a gentleman who has
We
more to ** bulld the old wastes” and
go the promises,. and. directness ofap- woman able to read ball au bour.
perceptibly, and he forgets
that - the soul is apply it in his books to’ the new country annual meeting; and that the editorial of- done
“
to
raise
up the former desolation” than
have
known
churches
tobe
supplied
in
this
proach to sinners,—these are. the instru:
of priceless yalue—that lie can give nothing: whieh he helped some of them poorly de- fice in Boston be sustained and provided any other. 1 refer to L, P. Kefnolde, treasway three mouths ata time without any
for
as
early
as
possible,
aud,
with
the
best
mentalities God delights to use; and ‘it is
in exchnnge for it, that he ean not afford to sorfbe, ‘There is this good thing about Mr, talent available,
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Operatic Pearls. The ici smpa cl 50 operas.
Gems German Song. Songs that will never die.
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of Scottish Somg. Sweetest of all ballads.
Shower of Pearls. Nearly all the good voeal duets.
Gems of Sacred Somg. Pure,devout and beautiful.
Silver €hord. Wreath of Gems. Lage eollections of the best popular songs.
Price gf each book in Bds:, $2.50. Cloth, $3. Gilg, $4.
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Family

FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR. —A purely "Vegetable,
Catharticand Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Pebility, -Sick-headache; Bilious' Attacks, and all
derangementsof Liver, Stomach and Bowels, Ask
your Druggist forit. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
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Musical Treasure. (Also vocal.) 225 pages.
Piano at Heme! 4 Hand pieces. New ! Useful!
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Home Musical Library.

John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
F. A. Barnard, Pres
Samuel D. Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y.
New York,
November 20, 1872.
This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
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TO . W. McKEE,

Coldé, and Throat Diseases, the Troches have been
proved reliable, : Obtain only * BROWNS BRONCHIAL TROCHES,” and do not take any of the worthless
imitations that may be offered. Suid everywhere.
Get the Genuine Article
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The religious excitement in Mexico is intense.
There are fears of an otitbreak.
A Protestant
Bible feader has been assasinated in Vieta Hermosa.
The liberal press demand the punishment of the perpetrators of such outrages hereafter according to the full rigor of the law.
Dr. Horace Bushnell, of Hartford, the eloquent preacher and erratic theologian, is seven-
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A brief visit to Bates College made, more
sel and valuable services of Rev. D, G. Holmes, ‘singing, the exercises were mostly carried
by young men who bave recently’ commenced a vivid to meits importance, its work, its benef
“The house of worship has’ been remodeled and
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improved, the embership is united and active religious ‘Whose xpetiences with ‘rum’ on the icence as well as its ‘struggles,
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(the past in the city hall of that city last Sunday afternoon,’ ir Dover, ‘with its ' courteous afid. hobpitable
few months been revived: and
cted The hall was crowded, and hundreds, it is said, friends, so long the home of that ever welcome
through the successive labors of Revs, 8. E . | were compelled to go away for the want of even visitor, the Star, was also my home and almost
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year of 6,712.
There are 7,614
churches in the world.

Daw: of Nav. 92. with the Rome and Cambridge

I spoke last week of the introduction®™of the | tality, the brotherly love and tke generosity
temperance element into the present religious shown me and my work, and that wherever I
interests.
I am "able
to speak now of the intro- went and with scarcely an exception.
Diffident
duction of the religious element’ more largely’ and inexperienced,
|
and besides being thoroughly
into the temperance -enterprise..»There has just western, the task to me ‘seemed herculean.
It

been formed in Auburn a “Reform Club” to
it is thought he will accept.
Rev. 8. E. Roogrs, formerly of Fox RiverrQ. embrace iv its memberShip only such persons as
have been addicted; iu agreater or less degree,
M., IIL, is now laboring with’ ‘the Rensselaer, ito the use of intoxicating ‘drinks and have experiInd., church and is well received,
enced its evil effects. | This association, made up
Fox Riven (Wi) QM,
We enjoyed the at present largely of young men, whe have been
privilege of attending the recent session of the ‘recently converted to Christ, recognizés the prin-
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the real sympathy
and munificence
of the | the Congregationalists in the United States numpastor and church of I ewiston, Me,, Main St.,
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me with his people and a gift "of $6. In the
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first time took un, public stand for 8 FeIOrmva
tea 2
No new feature has been developed during the

time by Rev. J. H, Wesscuzn of N. Kingston.
There were a goodly mumberiof conversions,and
it is. expected there will be substantial’ ‘additions
to the numbers and influence ‘of the church,
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According to Dr. Quint—the best authority—

indulged by the pastor and people of North St. | infirmities, has not preached for over two years.

in summing up the reports of the servthe several churches says, * The even-

ing Meetings Were

AN interesting meeting has recently been held
with the Laona church, Ni, by the pastor,
Rev. J. C.Grrord, assisted a portion of the

ise of constant growth,
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toilet is now complete withoutit. A Machine, with
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Boetry.

| inspire you to do your work with the poor
craythurs that ye have to see so much of.
And it’s not angry ye are that an old woman like me should make bold 0. pray ‘for
|
ye, sure?* as I'did not look up.”

Fast Asleep.
J.

A. LIBBY.

Beautiful little creature,

Noiseless innocent sleep,

Dimpled again at the elbows,
One hand thrown over the breast,—

Thus lagthe dear little sleeper

|

» When I beheld him at rest.
a

« « Because

Here.
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pane

"Bhe charm of distance-mellowed strains
Of music floating on the air,

1 Son of God thought

work

disgrace
the

The waves between my flowers and me.

the nenlfpcket and pants Which
worked 50 hard to
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words
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poor, ig-

I tell you, whatever of principle I had
to start with, was strengthened and put in-

And sheavesto garner, one by one,

to practice by this old apple-woman.

The shining of the sickle’s blade,

A hand outstretchedin proffered aid,

No

minister ever brought Christ's love so‘near
to me as she did. Well,month after month
rolled oun; and the old apple-woman kept
her place. It was bol, and it was stormy,
and it was cold. Only once in a while did

And promise from the vineyard’s Lord

Of sure and bounteous reward ;

But I—poor foolish child! I stabd:
And watch the gleam of one white hand,
And mourn how thick the shadows be
Between that strong, true hand and me;

I miss her, and then

T knew

that

She | had

s|
been sick.
The day 4 +(hrie
I approached her stand
Visas
old face had a new light
iit." oe wh,
« ¢ How are you this morning. Sone? »
I asked.
¢ «+ Oh, never better in my life, Captain,
darlint,’sje answered, picking me out the
rosiest-cheeked apple on the stand.
* My
dear boy is coming to spend the holidays

A mountain road, a distant hight,
‘While golden moonlight gilds the night,
jeweled splendor say,

If day gave place to endless day, =
If night and darkness had not been,
The star of Bethlehem had not shone ;—

But I with tears apd trembling go;
For though enofigh of light, just now,

make

him; but

were

synonymous

with

his

grandmother,

who

more

gone

“Don’t you get any

to

Biddy.
“I'm to have

Sloney, Granny Weleh
bad. gften bo:

A narrow way where many walk
Jostled and jostling in the dark,
The little pebbles’ wearying,
The fretting of a nettle’s sting,
And over all, around, above,
The throbbing of a mighty love.

O Guardian of our little days,
How foolish are our feverish ways!
How oft our restless frettings prove
.,
The fullness of Thy patient love!
I want—but, though with tears I pray,
Not for my erying change Thy way.
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turning from the station-house, afterrhaving sunk behind a cloud, and would . forever be
1 Yes.”
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:
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the means by which Napoleodi brought the cele
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women fn Germany during the early years of
the present century.
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see you, boys, both of you, said’ the. father,
halt anxiously. | “You haven't: been’ np to

nice Christmases.” ©
Mikey’s stout figure straightened.
“There's little Biddy McLaughlin beyant,
Christmas at all... Mind that; now.”
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mary an apple-staud.

“only: fora

in the hand-writing of Ezekiel Cheever, the vi).

Fiterary Review.

pocket a small rule.

streets; * % Well, ail "410 pe
ore was my key; and all I can’ think of, the. whole tree itself, it ‘was goal and had so many
beat,
and that place 1 was
ed to blessed ony,’ is’ the story of the prodiga | little branches.M
looked, it with

passa good many times xCay

of Sarah Good, one of the women charged wity
witchcraft, The minutes of her examination are

lars yesterday
It was to go towards my
printing-press; bnt that youngster shall by F, B. Sanborn, and an appreciative biograph.
with his mother. It's a whole blessed year
have sume new shoes to-day, or my name's ical sketch of Forceythe Willson,that young poet
since I laid eyes on him, and last night,
of rare promise who gave us * The Old Sernot Frank Wellington.”
geant,” ** The Enemy,” “ In State,” and severwhen I got home, I found. this letter waitTom made no reply. He also had a little al other pieces that exhibited real poetic
quali=
‘ Whist, whist, now.
Where's me little
ing for me,’ taking a dirty envelope from
money, which had been given him to spend
man? This isn’t him, sure, Jt's a baby we as he. pleased, and he ‘had noticed what ties.—David A. Wells undertakes To show the
her. pocket.
unconstitutionality of taxation without jurisdic
¢ Does he seem to be doing any better »” have here, iatirely.”
wr
seemed to have escaped the sharp eyes of tion, while Henry James, jr., carries his story
There
she
was,
Granoy
Welch.
Justa
|
I inquired.
his brother—viz., that Biddy's brown locks well forward, and Mark Twain keeps up his
¢¢ ¢ That I can not tell,’ she AoE werol; little old Trish ‘'woman—that was all; but
were straggling through the many loop- Mississippi experiences.—Recent literature, art,
music and education are ably, represented by rewith a sad shake of the head, ¢ but we must to Mikey she was everything—fire and light
holes in her worn-out hood.
views and editorial papers,
all hope for the best.
It's a great gain, and dinners and suppers, aye, and jacket.
“Do girls’ heads have to be meastred ?
sure, to have him willing -to spend a day and trowsers, too. So it was no wonder
BCRIBNER’S opens with an illustrated poem
he inquired, at length.
with his old mother; and just look here that his face brightened as she appeared.
entitled *“ The Violin of Mesdsire Andreas,”
“No. Auything fits ‘em. Why?”
which embodies a pathetic tale, while Major
Granny Welch always went along the |
now, and see what I have bought for our
“Oh! nothing,” replied Tom carelessly.
Powell% “Canonsof the Colorado,” also illud~
dinner, Captain, dear.” And the old wom- streets with her eyes on the ground. If she "Halfan hour afterward the, boys. out trated,
18 contined.” This1s proving te be a se-"
an took a young turkey from its wrappings saw a piece of wood large enough to make: agnin at the entragee of the court,
‘ries of papers of FA ntereut, “ How the Opeof brown paper; and - preudly exhibited it. a blaze, she picked it up. It ‘really seemed’ ehildren were still there, bot the he
ra of * Dante’ was written,” is a story with a
¢ And here are my. onions, and ‘eratiberties, as if Santa Clas must have strewn some’ were stripped. Most of the corn had found suggestion which will be likely to attract conand a nice head of celery. It's ‘a feast we nice bite in her way this morning her arms its way into two little red mouths, whieh siderable attention to it. Dr. Holland’s “ Story

Just here, for all my need I find,
Beyond,
the darkness looks so blind.

Re

some

thought; then he suddenly pulled from

to hang

up his stocking and he had ‘lieard no hint
of presents. He had a vague idea that it
must be a good time, because ‘everybody in
the court went to church. . That was all
Mikey knew about {he day: to which most
little people Took forward 50 eagerly.
He didn't like to sit in the Kitchen all

the following official account of the examination

Ty!

inquired

said Mikey,’
The gray eyes looked a little less clear.
Something dimmed them.
‘For a moment: Frank seemed lost in

Mikey knew very little about

No one had told him

presents?”

“I'm to get a new coat,” spoke up Biddy.
“It's makin’ out of a lady’s dress-good
an’ warm wid quiltin’ in it.”
Alas! thers was no need of it, poor little

a new pair “ whin her ship came into the
harbor ;” but he was almost ‘tized of “waitChristmas.

during the raging of that great Sours, ‘we hire.

ed to like all boys better for the sake of
“ them tinder-hearted young gintlemin, the |
WillisanseSumTudopondint.

Frank, kindly.

church: He-could n't ‘go out into the street,
for his toes were peeping through his little
worn shoes. ** Granny” had promised him

ing for that.

perdint spalpeens,”

home.

they
The

Granny

had

was

gone.

us

“Je-rusalem !" exclaimed Tom, thinking
of the stately evergreen at which he had
managed to get a peep, in his parlor at

Welch.
It was the day befGie: Christmas, and
Mikey sat watching the stove and waiting
for

till a hundred Christmases " and she

call

‘Give

lady at length gathered the fruth, When
they had finished Ber own eyes were moist.
won’t give a fellow one.”
“I thank God for my) boys,” said she, fer“Nonsense I’ langhed Frank. “Let ‘em
“vently
kissing the blushing chaps. ** They
alone.”
bave
made
. me very happy. This will be
my
Christmas,
1
faltered ' little
t's
a good Christmas for them, I am sure.”
Mikey.
a,
Granny Welch always makes two notable
“Your what ?"
exceptions now, whon she speaks of **jm“My Christmas,”

she had

than all she hated them both ‘bocanse
were verituble boys or ** spalpeens.”

What do you

of snow-flakes

a ‘whole string of snow-flakes and they

the loan of her shawl” one stinging winter

norant fishermen, and to heal the sick and
the sorrowful.
‘Ah, Captain ! it is the soft
hearts. that'll get into the kingdom—that I
-| am sure of.’

f :

The Police Ee

of

and smaller, until it'really seemed
might blow away some day,‘ when
grown bld enough,” fs Frank Wel-

day; she hated his brother Tom because he
had said that Mikey looked like a frog in

to: be

trade

she grew

Frank Wellington was “oné'6f the boys
whom Granny Welch hated.” She hated
him begause he had asked her to “ Jend him

of the

carpenter, to spend his time with

Through tear-dimmed eyes I only see

A field all golden in the sun,

it no

born in a manger, to learn

Bright waters near, blue hills afar,
A reach of sun-lit? sanded shore,
A rock fern-kissed and lichened o’er,—
But oh! the lilies are so far,
So far the boats of carriage are!

a —————————————
ene
ett
rtm

ouly bleached, her hair and: wrinkled her
shriveled her up, sb that

A string

=}

1875.

“What does this mean, boys P" inquired
one, won't you *”
" The children stood still and looked terri- the mother, when they Teturned to the sit‘| ting-room.’
e
“It means — you tell her, Tom.”
+ “Ah! Frank! Come here a thoment.”
Tom tried to tell the Story, but he failed
Frank came, a YHeYy diced boy, with
sigually. Then Frapk took up the broken
clear gray eyos.
thread of the discourse, with little better |
“What is it, Tom»
‘Just look at these little rats. They've result. Between them both, however, the

He had given her no -painful . rheumatism,
no feeble lingbs or stiffened joints. He had

take heart, Captain, darlint;
and it puts
, new life into me when I think that. the

The quiet grace of waving pines,

EE
——_
eeu
.

whole

‘‘Stand still heve!
that?

Time had dealt gently with the old lady.

world has got to be done by them that
feels Tor other's sorrows. But we must all

——

And stars

the

and

lington had said.

“1 think I turned ivy
he answered,
after a moment, ‘‘ without making much
of a reply. I only know that the next time
I bought an apple, she said, with her pleasantest smile:
+ ¢ Sure, and I did n’t mean to hurt you,
Captain ; but I was mighty glad to find that
ye was so soft-hearted.’
* Why are you glad 7* I asked.

Pressed out of shape just a little;
By the fist doubled under the head;

laugh,

like a couple of very small stars.

The sergeant’s arm trembled beneath his | face and
great shaggy coat-sleeve, “and I asked, | smaller
very
softly: * What
did you say to as if she
she had
her? ”

Holding ‘each limb and feature,
!
Fast in the cradle deep ;
Forehead smooth as the marble,
Clustered with golden curls,
Eyes gently shutting, and teardrops
Gliste
very like pearls;
Cheeks
w and bedimpled,
Lips sweetly parted, rose red,

neighbor would

Mikey would laugh, and. finally Grapny
Welch herself would laugh until her capfrill shook aud her bead-like eyes twinkled

and

prayed that the Lord would bless you,

BY

Then the

the Lord that if my poor boy ever found
his way back to this great, bad city, that he
would fall into your bands, Captain; and I

8,

fg
excellent health

it is'a valuable contribution
to. American history,

ahd’fd'NOR

“Thank ye. God bisss yées: ba. |isoJ 'm Do: show: the nature «of the evidence
on: which’ which 15%ne bf the best magazines’ in the coun
fi oy ues
to yees. May ye live the clergy condemned innocent women to. death | try for younghet renders, |
jd
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JA ehild onught up. by a soko is often abused

and

i

Rov. J. M. Buekley, wtiting in the Melhodist about the art-and value ‘of prolonging
life, offers the following sensible | sugges:
tions:

;

« | leave, "said a great French physician
when he was dying, 3‘ I leave. behind. me
The medical men
Sour great doctors.

with ‘becoming modesty,

Present blushed

alm
aaid twat he
A]

I

i

"1.

ho | oF this the curly nuity-brown *jassey ” he
the lies Air, when
Exercise ey ope H observed vis head was eo‘Diet,

I

If

meant,

and Rt.

I'saw him on the morning he received
bis sentence. He ocame’'alone into the lit- kills1s him at,once, and sometimes. tears his.
robiugaroom where I used to’ keep my limbs off, but does not, gat him, The soko
| tle
wig and gown, and donned his: professional eats no flesh,—small bananas are his dainhabiliments,—his silken robes of Queen's ‘ties,buf. pot
maize. His food, consists of
counsel
and* his bar wig. . As he exchanged ‘wild fruils, a
eT ; one Stafene, or
.
Manyuoins Mamwa, is like lurge sweet son

$

bald as

He wasas

of hair.

ii

wi

ea

Ceosar,Chief Just
\Wyatis the Qiet” for * sedentary’ men | GIS
When the

and

farmers
though

gia,

Things that mechanics

requiring 1s much nutriment, would sicken

and perhaps die

on. | Oatmeal,

cracked

wheat, frait, wholesome vegetables, and
good ment and fish of all kinds that suit the
individaal’s constitution wii give a sofficient dietary without the abominations with

which cookery abounds. But the,
must not over-eat, To fill up like a
"rate politician at an* inauguration
until the gystem
groans under the

A

shil-

student
seconddinner,’
weight,

soko brings

ather
ri

f

the outer door, into which he handed the
State prisoner, taking a seatby his side
and drawing up * the blinds. Crowds of
frieze-clad peasants lined the quays; an
angry scowl was
upon every face, and an
infuriated multitude surged through the
streets of the metropolis. The morning’
was gleomy ; thick
flakes of snow were
beginning to fall; deep execrations filled
the air as the popular favorite was borne
slowly away, for the coachman was unable

will not do. All the energy neededto digest

ring

and get rid of the surplus is so much subtracted from working power. It tires a

anda

season of rest, a hearty meal is called for.
fois simple rule would «have saved many’
Ives,

It is an wi

1 uestion whéther, we

should work or
ay before brea
.
George Bancroft rises at six, lights his five,
works till eight, then till one,

that
her,
iling
cele.
achel
lisnt
rs of

devoting the’

afternoon to horse-back riding and ‘walking, and the evening to social enjoyment.
With such regularity and writing history.it
may be compatible to work belore
breakfast.

Bul in the great

majority

of cases “it

is most deleterious. To go out in the open
air in the morning without food, or to tax

the system after twelve hours’

abstinence,

mob is very

terrible.

tice out of

his carriage

It took a Chief Jusonce, and tore him

to pieces on the spot. One word from
‘O'Connell en that morning would haye
caused a revolution. Formidable military
précautions had been taken,—the troops
were.under arms, canon were so placed as
t Idol
to command the thoroughfares,—
believe that if the signal had been given,the
whole country would have arisen, and to
annibilate an entire nation by grape-shot
would not have been an easy matter. The
prisoner was conveyed in safety to Kilmainbam, but for many days afterward the
prison was surrounded by. an infuriated
throng.

can not but be unfavorable to health, , The
humorist bys down a sound principle when |
he says, **
Don't work before breakfast; if
you have to work before breakfast,get your

There

never, I believe,

lived

in

ity!

work of any

"hree
darly
and

condition,

kind

and

may

work’ under

when, night

ous eloquence. From the summit of some
bill, where the tribune took up a command-:

this

comes

ing position, you could "have seen,—thou~
sands deep,—the serried and compact ranks
of vigorous men, (the stature of the Irish

sink

wearil y to sleep, and like the Irish servant-

girl who never * enjoyed ‘a good night's
sleep, because as soon_as she touched the

with

Inder

bed

Gos

she

knew

peasant

nothing till
i was time

to get up, ” may rise refteshed every. morn-

ing.' In the other condition we are excited, absorbed, drawn on and drawn . out.
When we ought to feel tired, we feel more

\ THO
Free
the

like going on than when we began. Such is
the feeling of the orator, or preacher, or
editorial ~writer, or novelist.”
“Bat: what
debilitating reactions come on in which

oun, the
Maudisitia-

good men doubt their piety, question the
soundness of a republican form of govern-

ment, think they are going to die, and re-

solve that they

will never

overdo

again!

We must, if we would not burn out too
soon, drive as well as be drawn, and at the
) cal

right lime stop.

ated.

for Litho
himgelf how

com-

finds

No

.mdn

can

but every one should" know for
much he can endure without

real injury, and should not pass
very far, even if

cho—

mber

for usefulness

dern

the

greatest

seems

Ouae of the best men

Dag-

determine

to

be

ever

that point

before

him.

graduated

(rom

Wesleyan University disregarded this pin.

ciple, lost his reakon in the: midst of

vival, was taken to an asylum and

nes
best

e4 AN
ram,
*hilip
1, by
ral 88
1 The

[ass
sense

larly

vould

xcuse

which

n,

unity

It

Jit for

25, Dis

orbid

r with
; rel
hat on
, will
ced in
ch his
d, are
le its

vill be

chal’
ure of
¢ sub

omon,
Jere

plure;

a

re-

died in

twenty-four homs,
1 know another who, in the sixth week of
id great work, left his post and spént two

weeks lazily traveling. He knew his danger, and bas since had nearly a dozen years
of hard

work,

Which

of

the

two

acted

wisely ? 1 would not. recommend such caution as would produce tameness, “but protest earnestly against working exhaustivel
merely hecause ** we feel like it,
regardless that at Jasg it ** biteth like a serpent and
stingeth like an adder, ™ ©" 7.1 0)
>

3. In a hook which I have, the fallowing
direction is given to ministers: ' ** If your
wind is dall’or your Gusts wander, en-

Jetail.

wy in

1

The

anon :
¢ THE

n civil

bishof
, Beli?

(BERY)

gout

they would

to thé cannon’s

mouth,

or to the gates of a place which is uomentionable. This man had ‘within his grasp

the very highest distinctions open to honorable professional ambition,—he might
have been Lord Chancellor, with a peerage,
—but he threw them all away to follow a
chimera ; and the lesson his career teaches should be laid to
heart
by any’ professional agitator who tries to follow his foot~
steps.
The end of all was that he died at
last broken-hearted and worn out ‘in a foreign country. But who shall say he was

not sincere?

Nothwithstanding the enor-

mous sums which passed through his hands

in the entire

patronage

the Government
died'.not worth
circumstances of
during the latter
upon-very good

of

Ireland, which

placed at his disposal, he
one shilling, and was in
pecuniary embarrassment
part of his life. 1know
authority, that, having

occasion once for the

sum of £500, he was.

obliged 10 borrow it'on a mortgige
law library. The lender afterward
in the money: O'Connell could not
mand it; he was obliged to apply to
er lender; and this mortgage was

Belvaria.

=

A New

Animal,—the

mentally, and morally.

And many

doing something always, but

moods,

is

best

for health,

broken-

watching

freshness,

for]

aud

Soko.

rat-

my appetite by his disof appearance. His lightoff his ugly whiskers and
a’ beard i“the forehead,

to be exstalking

men and women while at work, kidnapping

15

years and

11 months,

|, or Room 4, 85 Devonshire Street, Boston,
3

Common

erences given when desired.
One

hink that {heir buried dead rise as sokos,
and one was killed with holes in his ears
as if he had been a man, Heis yery strong,

that loves a Shinin

mp,

bi

varied wealth
country,
tic work,

imitated by the natives’

are well’

If a man hds no spear, the soko
goes
away satisfied, but jf wounded, he seizes

‘He united with the Freewill
of

the wrists, lops off the fingers, and spits
them out, slaps the cheeks of his vietim,and

rations, new

his.

choice.

He-1soon

|

he moved with
Ill, Soon after ar-

encounter with

an armed

He

sees

women do him no harm, and never molests

for the Lord and love each otlier, they then join:
ed hands and guve
omsel ves tlie name of the

from him. They beat hollow trees as drums

of this was published in the Stery which came
under the eyes of one of our ministers,
who visit-

Christian band
ed them and
church

each having his own female;an intruder
from another camp is beaten off with their
fists ind loud yells. It one tries to seize the
of

another,

he

is caught

on

1

A

4

No

2

ways cheerfully.

of

lifts]

dying,

and

To his family,

and

welcome

them

on the other

strees with

out honey from

soko_nppedred

and” caught bim, then

the man,

who.

ha)

NEW

visited our quiet village.
sparing invader of

every

all remember the solemn

Alds]

ten weeks

hofsehold,

words

May

we

sented are—first, Thetis plunging the son
of Peleus into the river Styx, with Charon’s

bark laden with visitors ‘ aux enfers,’ and
the trusty dog Cerberus in the distance.

The second tableau is representative of the
edueation of Achilles, ¢ switt of foot. > The

He

was

very

patient through

large amount.”

Obituaries.

a kind husband, but not withouta
this vale of tears.
i

obituary.

to

FLEMINGTON,
peculiar

and

“with

1819.

Daring their

the

hardships

of ‘early

pioneers.

In

1852

Sprin

or
further Juiticutars
# North Scituate,

the

tiac.

He afterwards was

resis

sy

called to

=r

[

he

DEA. Josiau Dewey © died in the town of
Oukland, Qukland County, Miéh., June 16, 1874,
Mr, Dewey was
88 years and 5 months.
aged
1807, he
In
born in Vermont, Jan. 17th, 1786,
whom he had
was married to his first ‘wife, by
nine, children=~three sons und six daughters.
aud
Only five of them survive himh—one son
three daughters having passed away years before
In 1808 he emigrated into Western New
him.
York, where he became converted und united
with the Congregational church, of which he
a most faithful and devoted member
remained
Hundreds ean tess
up to tire time,of his death,
[
advocate
tify thut he was always a very earnest
He remained in New
of the cause of Christ.

Philadelphia
:{*

Shall perishin it. * Hundreds of people ruh

after street cars - and .ferry-hoats.
More
han one hundred persons. turned of forty

fell dead in the effort, or

just after it, in a

formidable. Numbers of them ‘came down

x

A

EMMA only child of Charles B. and
in the forests, “within a bundred. yayds of* 'l0ALY
Emma H. Hasty, died jn Limerick, Me., Sept.
for
but
wn
unkno
be
would
dnd
our camp,
19, 1874, while in hor grandfather’s ‘arms, aged

giving tongue like foxhounds; this is their

[1

A

,

5

Jo

Memorial of Free Baptists,
Minutes of Conference,(Bound,)’
Les. for ev’ry Sun. Ques, B’k,
Story of Jesus, Ques. Book,
Wonderful Wks of Jesus,Q. B.,
Register,
Life of Marks,
Life of Burr,
Lafe of Cheney,
Open and Close Communion,
Church Member’s Book,
Thoughts upon Thought,
Tracts, 4 pages, dozen

1.25
.50
.I8
05
.15
A000
1.00
5
5
25
25

and

Send for SPECIMEN
ALE
AN
:
A. S BARN
& COMPA
\
NEW YORK, or 33 BROMPIELD STREET, BOSTON.

$1

0

it

to 20

moubh

guaranteed

to Agents éverywhere,

tv sell’ our Amdestructible
White
Wire
Clothes Lines, Sample free. Address the Eiadson Wire Mills, 128 Maiden Lane, N.Y. or 18
Clark Street, Chicago, {18
I
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KIDDER'S PASTILLES..;
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Sure rellef ASTHM A

CR

Lar lestown, Mass.

Agents always succeed
done.’
fore been
Oon
have it for their ohildre
arents will
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tains bl Juarto pages, with 50 full-page engrawngs.
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For territory address H{8, GOODSPEED
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College

MAINE

Bright Days

1875,

the

Priucipay

d and

course of

LINDA O: VICKERY,

150
150
100
175
150

i
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?

100
405
455

competent

H'

COTTON,

by mail, free of

postag

orders which will be immediately filled with our own
pubhications,or will be filled with the books of other
publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries,at Wholesale prices,
I. D.

BOSTON

AND

STEWART,

MAINE

Dover, N.H.

RAILROAD

ARRANGEMENT,
FOR

1876.

BOSTON.

Leave PORTLAND at 6,15, and 9.10, A. M., and 3.15, P.M
Ledve ALTON BAY at 6.35, A. M., and 3.50, P. M.
Leave

DOVER

at

and 5,15, P. M.

5.50,

7.65,

and

11.00,

A,

M.;

TRAINS FOR DOVER.
Leave Boston at 8.00, P. M., 12.00, M.8. 15. and 5, P. M.
Leave
Leave

an

TRAINS
“

French,

DOVER

FOR

at
at

10.42,

}

experienced

A.M.,

CONNECTIONS.

Stages leave Center'Harbor for Conway and White
Mountains,

that

at 2, P.M., or on

runs

Boston.

in connection

with

Assiscants.

The tuition will be as usual.
For further particulars address the Principal,
Northwood Hide. N.H., Aug. 5, 1874,

the arrival of the boat

with

the 8.15 train

from

Tuesdays,
Thursdays *
oultomborough,
and Saturdays for Tuftonborough,
Leave

Sandwich

Wolfeborough

and Center Sandwich.

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays

for Laconia.

RETURNING,~ Leave

days and Fridays

with trains for

EASTERN

for

\

Laconia
Alton,

00, P.

M.

.

&

MAINE
for

Leave Boston for Portland,

a

and Saturdays

Mondays,

in

Wednes:

season to

connect

CENTRAL

R. R.

Boston and Portland.
JAMES T. FURBER,

mouth and Boston at 8.40.

commence Mon

2s
P. M.

8.15,

and 2.48, 6.13, and

8.25, P. M.

Trains leave Dover

SEMINARY.

P.M.

PORTLAND.

8.00, A. M., 12.00, and

STAGE

includ

A. B., Principal,

Portland at 6.15, 9.10, A. M., and 3.15,
Alton Bay at 6.35, A. M,, 8.50, P. M.

Leave BOSTON

No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms somngpace at the
;
beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle
:
men’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For farther particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
C. A, FARWELL, Secretary,

AM’

90
55

125
+90
4,90
['

on receipt of the price.
Parties designmgto’ get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to replenish old ones,can send us their

TRAINS

HURD. Music and Algebra.
Miss E LA C.
Mies ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies. -

will

125

Child Eife,
Any of which will be sent

erms,

study.

by

.

Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Earty Choice,
Strawberry Hill,

Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,

sful

8

Normatolasses

taught

¥

«15
+15

Sybil’s Way,
d from Egypt,
Ri

Sec.

Drawing

WILL

1.25

Series.

Claudia,

Preceptress,

next term Of ten weeks

125

Overcoming,

Preparatory, Normal, b Academ bh

A ugust 81,187 ’

125

;

Miscellaneous.

:

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal oi
Latm, Greek and Chemistry.
J
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M,, Principal of Normal Department. German, Physics and Diactics.

ay,

125

/

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

Spring term commences Feb. 1, 1875.
Summer term commences April 19, 1875.

Py

a
:

Series.

Day

Bright

;

ME.

NORTHWOOD

7

y

Heaven,

Boy’s

Starlight

experie

be

J5
J5

Archibald Hamilton,

PITTSFIELD,

will
®

Series.
py

Jamie and Jeannie,

Fall term commences Aug. 17, 1874.
Winter term commences
Nov, 2, 1874,

. Penmanship
Teacher.

75
95
Fi

Pompeii and Herculaneum,

address

Geometry and Botany.
Miss LAVINA H. HAYNES,

5
5

~

Making Something,

weeks,

Miss

150
150
150

Series.

Day

Sunny Skies,

aNsaa TUTE.

Full

150

2 rs. Child's

CENTRAL

Furnishes College

$150

The Christ-Child,
Good Little Mitty,

Preparatory

s College begins Thursday, August 20th.
information address the President, O- 1,
wise

an

S. S.

New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

WINTER

in

18'1

14 Publishers, Barclay St., New York,

08
06
03

150
150
150

Rainy

; FALL TERM, 1874.1

teal and Ladies’
per

09
02
02
02
02
10

Series.

Prize

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

teacher with competent Assistants.
Spring Term begins Feb. 23. 1875. Rooms and
board in private families at reasonable rates.
AFree tuition to students who have the ministry
'in'view. #or further information address the Prin.
cipal or;
:
WARREN F088, Secretary.
“ ‘Center Strafford, Jan, 18, 1876.

Tunes” and UHEAP. EDITEON of the ¢¢ Hymns only”

30teow2l

85
12%
59
20
a7
a7
JA2
1.10
Ja
83
31
28

:
Aunt Mattie,
Lo
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

Notice Cliarer., EDITION, of the ! Hymns and

"a

reaf? fons, ** Soko has caught me.” The soko
and escaped
Prize Plcture sent free! An in_a cold with care and: nothing
else; and “it bit off the ends of his fingers
The TOLL-GATE ! genious
gem! 50 objects to
will get well in from a week to en days. unharmed..c Both men are now. alive al
find! Address, with stamp,
’
1y20
B, C., ABBRY, Buffalo, N. ¥
Treat it with all the resources of M ateria Bambarve.
The soko is cunning, and has such sharp
Medica, and yoy may perhaps cure itin a
s for obtainin
that no one can stalk himin front
mandnamninn
eves
week and a half, ”?
RS Na Chara ess Abin
|.
shot, it
pamphict sree. C. A, Suaw,
TO INVENTORS
One man bathes half an hour every day, without being seen; hence, when
APARIARIAAIA110 Tremoit Street, Boston!
another has chronic hydrophobia.
Health isalways in the back. When surroundedin York until 1826, when he removed to Miebh., and
2640
4
.
where
Oakland,
of
for most persons is found in a bath ‘which by men and nets he is generally speared
township
the
in
land
he is not a very Jocated
he continued to reside during the remainder of
is over in three minutes, followed by brisk ‘the back too. Otherwise, nothing
as com- lis life., In 1847 he was called to mqurn the
He is
Tubbing, quick dressing, and a good break- formidable beast. damaging
The Life of Jesus,
assailant
his
loss of his wife, a most estimable lady. Tu 1848
of
power
in
pared
Many think that they can rally after
He leaves
fast,
he was again united in marriage.
a
Ake
more
is
For Young People.
but
‘lin,
a
or
leopard
“8Strain, ag they hdve done, So they cao, to a
grandchildren, fortythirty-five
children,
five
to. him
and one great-greutA work presenting Christ to the young in a more
till the last time, and'no sighal-corps can man unarmed, for it does not occur
great-grandchildren,
(six
teresting and attractive manner than as ever be.
Com.
foretell that.
* He that
loveth anger to use his canine teeth, which are lohg and grandchild,
with it, he-

ed Dr. Chapman,
of

do
26

,

Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Bell,

COLLEGE THEOLOGICA
.
SCHOOL.

a superior Scholar,

led to see the truth as

2.12

do
01

livery,

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
REV. 8. C. KINBALL, A. M., Principal.
Mr. Kimball is a graduateof Dartmouth College,

in’ Pon-

united with thé Congregational church.

J2

do
25

The Gospel,

. Andy Luttrell,

AUSTIN ACADEMY.

In 1840, he experienced religion and

2.00

1,

pube
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establish
de
and
sale
for
ready
These Books are now
%
ment.
RT"

INSTITUTE.

Term begins March 22,

from

moved to-Waterford where he spent the remain-

der of life.

172

"AND TO

in

Michigan and settled in the township of Pontiae,
__where.he remained for sixteen years, enduring

JA2

information,

Cheney, D. D., or Professor John Fullonton,
J. A. HOWE,
| bom, Maine.

J

2.09
89
37
27
- 56
L10

Superintendents of

VIRGINIA.

important

particular

Institution, furnishes

7} For further

the home circle, one of which died, Leman L.,
the @ldest.. In 1831 Deacon Dewey came to

09
04
02
02
06
10

119

Sabrina Hackett,

ASSISTANTS.
Mp. M. E. Barnham,
Miss O. A: Angel.
Mrs. J. Steere, (mysic.).
CALEXDAR.

hope: beyond
R. LAMB.

children were added to

2.00
8
35
25
50
1,00
1.60

150

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

English and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate
course of study.
i
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION,
ARTHUR G. MOULTON, A. B. Principal.
MissAbbie E.Jenness, Preceptress,

a native,

‘He resided

1,59

+,

1.09

advantages which

CO., WEST

For

LAPHAM

exception of two years spent in Vermont, remained here for some.
years. He was married
five

SCHOOL.

The Fall Perm of the Theological School connect:

of age, when he movedto Liwobia, N.:¥.,

dence in New. York;

ox

REV. W.COLGROVE., A. M., President.

BATES
:

Baptist, denomination; and beby
nm. ) practiced
the. Bapamie wmember of that body. Ini

let

advantages.

Royalton, Windsor Cos, Vt.; until fifteen years

to Amanda Brace in

TAYLOR

send for a Circular to

"I ‘ed with B:

thence
to Chili; near Rochester,

Nov. 16, 1874.

This Institution offers to students

any single

The deceased was

09

do Gilt,

Vol. 2. The Acts,Rom.&Cor,
Treatises,

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,

his

in

097

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I.

DEA. LEVI DEWEY died af hishomzin Water-

ford, Jan. 12, 1875.

LATIN

09

1.10

Vol.

eigh

WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA.
Fall Term ot 16 weeks, begins September 1st, 1874,
Winter Term, Jan. 5th, 1875.
Spring Term, April 6th, 1875.
.
S. HANNA, Principal.

Verses aréinadmissible.

of Vermont, born Sept. 17, 1793.

with

Four terms

are very importantfo students during their preparatery course. The special work of the school is to
Prepare students for college, and Svepl fortis mad
to do this in as thorough a manner as\possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for SaRGae,
:
A.M.
JONES, Sec.

HIS

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

“PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing abit
uaries published in tlie Morning ‘Star, who do

i

OF

1.00

History,

theological school affords many

and continued a member until death.
His home
was a half way ‘house for the people of God.
He leaves a lonely widow to mourn’ the loss of

-

wi!

FIRTZ W. BALDWIN, AM. Principal, with three
Assisiants,
Fall Term begins,
Aug. 18, 1874.
The location of this school near the
college and

and joined the F. Baptist-churchin Lincolnyille,

.

Principal,

N. H., July 20, 1

NICHOLS

sickness, which continued’ six months.
He expervienced sayipg grace 87 years ago, was baptized, with his
panion, by Rev.:Jobn Stevens,

‘competition for it, and that, it will realize a

M.,

E. C. LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.

CALEB LAMB died of affection of the liver, in
Searsmont, Me., Sept. 22, 1875, aged 68 years and

10 months.

A.

each.

New Hampton,

thivd tableau bas reference to the wrath of
“Peleus’s godlike son,’ when confronted by church, she having been sprinkled when she
onal church.
About
the ¢ mighty Agamemnon, king of men,’ united with the Congr
years ago, Bro.
Rollins and family
came to
seated on his throne with'anger depicted on ten
Mass. to reside, and soon he and sister R. behis countenance, and ¢ his dark soul filled eame-eonnected with the F. Baptist church, in
with fury,” and sternly replying lo the Charlestown. In this event, our dear brother
priést's request to have bis
fairshaired is bereft of a true and faithful wife, the: children
daughter Chryseis “delivered up to him. of a kind and affectionate mother, the church of
one of its best and
‘most devoted members and
The venerable Nestor is seen in the dis- the
community of an exemplary Christian life.
tance, also Achilles on the point of drawing Her sickness, though Jong and at times very
his sword, and Minerva
descending from painful, was borne with great resignation and
above, and passing her band through his patience. She died as those who die in the Lord,
J. RAND.
ellow ‘hair she held the son of Peleus vis- and now rests trom her labors,
le to him alone.’ This asa work of art
WiLLIAM F., son of Asa A. Hill, late of Eliot,
is the finest of the lot, and strongly re- Me., died in Boston, Mass., Feb. 7, aged 81
C. D. HILL.
minds one of the school of Rubens.
The years.
fourth tableau represents the restoration of
Dee. 27, 1874, GERTIE, -aged 4 months and 5
Chryseis to her father by Agamemnon. days; Jan. 12, 1875, GILLIE, aged 4 months and
The fifth and last scene represents the death 21 days, twin children of J. E. ‘and A.W. Dunof Achilles.
When kneeling before the ton,died in Bath, Me. Early. transplanted: from
altar of Apollo he is treacherously shot in earth, to bloom forever in the garden of tied.
JOM.
the heel by Paris. The foregoing tapestry
ot

8.00

in the beautiful

Turkry Gilt,
do
wo
32 mo. Morocco,
Sacred Melody Cloth,
do . Pasteboard
Choralist,
“| Book of Warship,
Butler's Theology,
Butler’s Commentary,

INSTITUTION.

Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 1, 1875.
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,

baptized by Rev. N. K.
George and with her
husband became a member of the Goshen Gove,
pow Stannard and W. Wheelock, F. Baptist

any royal or princely residence, and it is
expected that there will' be a very great

1

fn

Moroccos

do

Summer Term begins Monday, April 26; 1875.

mission interestin Charlestown| from its commencement, giving it her wagmest support.
She experienced religion at the
yge of sixteen
and united with the Congregatidnal church in
Walden, Vt. Some twenty years since she was

»

Bh

Price. Postage. Totaly

nter Term “loses Friday, Jan. 22, 1875.
4
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb, 1, 1875.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 9, 1875.
Vacation two weeks.

BETSEY F., wife of Dea. Dfvid “Rollins, of
Somerville, Mass., died Feb. 5, B75, aged about
63 years. Sister Rollins was ideftified with: our

repre-

HAMPTON

Winter Term begins Monday,

of the Serip-

Pais

Psalmody,
18 mo. in Sheep,

Fall Term begins Monday, Augnst
1874.
Fall Term closes Friday, October RT
:
Vacation two weeks.

tures, * prepare to meet thy God.” The deceased
leaves 4 children to mourn their loss, May they
look to God, for divine graee to sustain them, in
this sad affliction.
+ Se Ps

11

[80000

Sold by the dozen at’ 20 per: cent. discout.

CALENDAR:

he is the un-

.e

EE

sow

0

Freewill Baptist Books.
do

SEMINARY.

Six regular courses for both sexes.

THOMAS DUDLEY died at his home in Limerick, Me., Feb. 3, aged 72 years, - Death ‘has again

Loew

PRICES

opens March 34, 1874,—ends June 12.

A. B. MESRRVEY,
associates,

rother. But we all fee] that our loss is his
gain, and pray that we may pom by his life,
and dying counsel.
. S. DINSMORE,

(iw

Whigs

8

fd

Feb. 22, 1875."

me, I shall wait’ you on the. other shore,”
After committing thesworldly' intérests of his
companion to the bands of. bis daughter ‘and
son-in‘law,he declared himself ready for the
journey. Thus
has
passed away
a worthy

"

‘LEBANON ACADEMY. ’

HE summer term will commence March 22.
The Institution is one of the largest and best in
the State. Terms moderate. Send for Catalogue,
sing
.
J.8. GARDNER, Prin.
Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y.

shore. To bis beloved neur. relatives he said,
“ Do your Christian duties, and don’t weep for

.

404 5 $500

.

The village of Evansville

WHITESTOWN

mem-

+4

W. E, PULSIFER B. P. Principal, with full
’ +board
of teachers. 4 regular courses for both
sexes.
isi
Spring term, of 11 weeks begins Feb. 2nd. Summer of 10 weeks begins April 27th,
yidi
\
For particulars, address
ELIBU HAYES, Seo. Trustées. *
W. Lebanon.
:
:
ji

For tnrther particulars, address,
Rev. G.S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

dl-

4

subband

gem

Lyndon Center, Vt., 1875.
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close

|

SemiNG TERM

constancy fora few days-more, when he assured

them,he would

worthy

a

15th, and
By 804

FALL TERM opens Aug. 26; 1873,~ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. §,—¢éutds March 6, 1874.

He gpuaseled his: neighbors to

meet iim in heaven.

It is anterior to the Gobelin tapes-

to be

P

ductive, farming country.’

During

"

sis by a liberal endowment. 1 am ha
to state,
:
meta
with encouraging results, hid 8
Are
RIDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.
| particulars in regard to the School send
he Sia
oy
Marchi 90.3515
ad for Satalogue,
I. W, BANBORN, Sec’y. Board
e
ng Term will
open
rel
an
tees.
gi
4

wv

His last

bg

classin the State; and the present efforts
'0 ge: %
| Trustees to placeit upon a Atm and tain] ba-

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY, ,
The location of this mstitution at Evansville, Wis.
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, pro-

Baptist

Eopm

Aalley of the Passumpsie. and
upon the line of the
Conn, &
Pass, Rive Railroad. has already,
its presen
cient Board ‘of
Instruction. acqu
a name ahd reputation second to no school ofits

WM. REED,
Ridgeville, Ind.

bers
of the church
wlio visited him, he urged’ a

try, and the Flamands claim to be the original designers of tapestry long before it was

is considered by amateurs

For

2 |
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notice

Poloma).’

Ton 2

ng.

LOCATION :

For Catalogue, address the Secrétary,

the: first deacon
his. death.
Bro.

-

fram

.

Thig school, pleasantly located

The Fall Term will open September 7th, and close

words of reproach

his last days he talked imueh

Ls

The subjects

(wow

to suffer than accuse, his bretaren,

sickness was short, ‘bat

Ancient Tapestry.

Jknown to the French,

Creek,

Academies

November 25th.

would he utter, claiming (as he did upon one oc~
casion to his pastor) that it were better for him

nan Sidi
The Brussels correspondent to the London Standard writes:
+¢ A sale of some e«xceedingly rare sand
valuable old tapestry is advertised to take
place at Antwerp, which is exciting considerable interest amongst the connoisseurs
and lovers of works of art, especially as it
formerly belonged to the merchant princes
of Antwerp. It gonsists of five tableaux,
representing the principal episodes in the
lifeof Achilles, and belonged to the ancient
house of Vansusteren & Dubois, of Ant-

werp.

A

organized. the 1st Freewill

of ' Honey

his feelings keenly, but no

ithe

round, and alk unite in: boxing and: biting
the offender. A male. often carries a child
especially it they are passing from one pateh
of forest to another over 'a grassy space;
he then gives it to the meother.~ZLivingstone's Journal,
Ag
Lo

Baptists.

}

can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in~
habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons,
Davis was never as dctive in publi¢ as some, yet "The school enters upon its fifth year with’ increased
he
possessed qualities’which rendered him one
facilities for the aceomplishment of its work, Prof.
and wife having, after four. years’ ch
of
of the best of Christian workers, Never ‘were |“B
(hig feelings easier wounded, than when the the school, recently entered into a contract with the
eace and unity of the; church was effected. Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus,
TR
eT
"
as he mistreated ant wronged, ‘he suffered in. ‘giving permanency. CALENDAR:
y

They live in cominunities of about ten,

female

Freewill

Brother Davis was chosen
which office he held wwtil

but sokos never go to men with hostility.
Mahyuema,
say, * Soko is a man and nothing bad in him.”
a

-
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i

pnd

Instruction on Pianoor Or an,
. 1000 A
Use af Pianoor Organ (extra),
«+
' «
2.00
Instruction on Guitar,
'
s
wi
6.00
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
.
PR
1.50. :
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
«
L550
Aar-Clergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received af reduced tuition.
‘Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in elubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.'

authen,
e also

Iain

fmm

L.

Greek, v» 1

French (extra),

unequaled.

a
agsical

a 3 Heading

# TUITION |

English,

Higher Engl sh,

BROS.. 53 Wash.

8

The Summer Term will open June
September 2d.
Ho»

he

man.

psitivel

lon Jan

diaws | riving in his new home, and longing for associ.
tion with Freewill Baptists (there being no - minout & spear (but never uses it), and takes ister
of bis faith near)y he with ten others met
some leaves and stuffs them into his wounds
together and, giving each other the hand of love
to staunch the blood ; he does nof wish an and fellotyship, and covenanting together to live
bites without breaking the skin;

features

ne

¥

Latin and

euriosities of a most wonderful

articulars address, HUBBARD

uptists, the people
afterwards m

Miss Mary Whitney. In 1
his wife to the then ida of

an

a asgistants,

potent 2

-
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ievements and
Hero, as also the

We issue the most complete and
and want more agents at once.

nglon St., Boston,

this, Sotice was born is Xayeite Co.y (Pa, ‘While:
a
e moved
witl
parents to Chester, ral
Meigs Co., Onio, where he gapericnce) Shenter,

embryotic music.
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students

Primary Studies,

ublish the choicest Family Bibles extant, 800 lus.’

and fears guns, but not spears; he
catches women, ©
Sokos collect together and make a diumDeA. JosEPH DAVIS died Feb. 16, dt Paloma,
ming noise some’ say with hollow trees, | Ill., aged 64 years and 3 months. ' The subject of
‘which

.

which unfolds the marvelous
thrilling
experiences of a
vititable

took hi

thus early. He died/from the 8fleéts of a wound
inthe knee, He wag patient and calm, through,
n Jong confinement, His lust words, were,
Jesus, come, take me,” AB
never
um
JoaN MOFADDEN.
oh :

then burst forth into yells,

.
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1875,

kha

Life ‘of Livingstone,
.

complement of compe
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"FALL TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, August.

136,

_Sixtieth The
Thousand
in Press.
seh
aan 501 oopiesaf

Associate,

b SPRING TERM of 13 weeks begins Tuesday, March’

Loans Nefoliited and Iivestments made. 4 Real
Estate PurchaBed
and Sold for Non-residents. Ref-

Frank

od will of all who were familiar with

ut death,

ist chureh (of Waterford was organized, abd
He Seems to be Amuséd bythe sight HEAh
Dewey was one of the constituent memyoung ‘ative in bis arms, but_tomes{das J odcon
srs "The wile of his sary and later years died
as’
ami
bananas,”
of
bunch
a
by
tempted
In 1872,Mr, Dewey was, marOctober 28,1870.
lifts that, drops the child; the young soko ried again to Mrs. Loretta Vantine who survives,
the,
to
closely
cling
The near relatives,
as also seven children.
in such a case would
¢hurch and Sunday school’ have lost] 2- yuri
afm pit ofthe elder, Ree than was cutting “friend,
=
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‘QOM.
a thee) and naked] when a

with

fe ‘Gon

FirANk M, KNiguz died.in; Bath, Me.y, Sept

4 1874 aged

‘Manyuema

singlesqpace can well be.aflorded

brilliancy, and can be continued into ** the
and
sere and yellow leaf.”
.
:
.
; 4 him go.” Another man was hunting.
It
Taking medicine for ordinary colds is a missed in his attempt to stab a soko.
grappled
grievdus error;
Ifionce. fastened, they have seized the spear and broke it, then
his compan-

aid the ge

logs,
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equal to fen cents a lung, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a,

a

children, and panning up

to do that success-

urn their
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/

particular oN

free to
24, 1875.

a

not patromze it, mustaccompany them with cash

will often be terrible failures or gross absurdities.
But to loaf.
he.
week and

is one way

sitting picking his nails;
im bot he vanished. Some

of his
called
comanoth(rans-

ferred time aftertime;- and it was In. Se
ence up to the very last day of his
Iiréi—

fully, —writing commentaries. or religious
articles all the week ; and even then there

There

a regular course Lp Jn,

AS de-

have followed him

‘and!

flesh is
They say the
nibals.
The soko is represented by some
successfully
knowing,
tremely

sure,

down ministers have conte to their end in
that way.
To have work
well in hand,

v.~Of

which fell ftom hig Tips,

a dogged determination “to write.¥ Yes; the teeth ave sli ply human, but the canines
but that determination will .exbayst him. alow the beast by their large development.
© hands, ‘or rather the fingers, are like
more than all the work. “And the roducts
are usually unsatisfactory. There is,
how- those of the natives. The flesh of the feet
ever, a great evil under the sun, and. that is yellow ; and the eagerness with which
is, the habit of some ministers of 'postpon- the Manynema devour it, leaves the im.
ing until Saturday night the week’s. work, pression that. eating sokos
Fived was ; the first
4
by whieh-theycan
and goin
delicious.

poetic
proper
with 8
value

“whose

while. I know Dr.
Johnsou-said‘4A man vitlainously low, with high ears,is well in
can write any timeif'tie will
sit ‘down “with ‘the back-ground of the great deg-mouth;

then gallop over the * Krad 80" fof dsbausted into Monday’1s Madeful’ physically,

175 fit

six -feet;)

eager, upturned faces vibrated. with-every
emotion called forth by t i mpacsioned
orator. These were
the
phet of men
this tribune led. They
bélieved-every word
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the English are notoriously a tea-drinking people,
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powers in behalfof those who, once priests, embraced the reformed religion, and married while
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son apparently
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the. London

the republic was in existence, as by a recent
decree suchomarsianes huve heen deelared pull
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They do not know

want to begin.

The new tunnel under the lake and. city at
Cliicage has recently been pronounced finished
and the water let in. The entire tunnel runs
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The ignorance of some on the

ny four,in Denmark.five and one-half; in Switzerland, six ; in the United States, seven; in Belgium, eight and one-half; in Holland, ten and

Parliament from Tipperary, Ireland, has been
demanded by his constituents in consequence
of his having voted
Jobm Mitchel,

uncertainty

incredible.

coffee by each pérkofi is-one and one-eighth
pounds; in France, two and one-balf; in Germa-

Mr. Davis, the American ministerof Berlin,
gave a dinner in celebration of Washington’s
birthday. The houses of the American residents
of the city were decorated,
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Dr. Schlosser, of Holland, bas found that his
own countrymen are the largest consumers of
coffee in the world, and mext to them, the Belgians. In England, the -avigual consumption of
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from Adams Expressa month ago was recover- lowed in a large stone, put a'toad into the eavied from a sister of John Sweeney, a clerk of ty, and then sealed sp the mouth of the cavily
" with impermeable cement. The other day, on
the company, who has been arrested.
the 15th of that month, five years, day [or day,
The strikers at Fall River remain inactive,
since he had put the poor creature into durance
There are reports of gross outrages by the miners
in the Pennsylvania
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severance on the purt of teachers, if not entirely
sncéessful in the prevention of this evil, will be

will be published in a small volame, as a Home
All the manu=
Mission collection of Hymns,

A French naturalist, M. Margelidet, has just.
published the results of an injeresting experiment in natural history. On the 15th of January, In the year 1870, he caused a cavity to be bol-
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only near objects will be distinctly seen. It is
not easy to modify what seems to be a constitu-

as well might the man who had never seen or
used the tools of a carpenter, mason, or cabinetmaker undertake to build a house and furnish
it as for one wholly ignorant of bee-keeping to
to go i the business before getting a
Semi
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practicing on a small scale. 1mneed not say that
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Perhaps it is as well ithat it 'does some-

poem, and giving their true name in a sealed envelope. Honorable mention will be made of the

been
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otherwise, too

Edwin F. Hatfield, D. D., Rev. lren®us Prime,
D. D., aud the Rev. Thomas S. Hastings, D. D.,
all of the City of New York. Contestants will
The following card from Henry C. Bowen is address the Rev. Dr. Hatfield, No. 149 West 34th
, published :—The statements made by Mr. RB.’ 8t., New York City, N. Y..on or before July 1st,
a nom de plume to their hymn, or
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make a small arrangement of this" description

apiaries that would go still further to show that
bee-keeping is more Seuruenutive, than many
other pursuits,

meetings; also, a prize of fifty dotlars ($50), for
the best Home Mission poem, of not less than 48

lines.

$200 he could bave

1 could

Sheldon Jackson, D. D.; Editor, Denver, Colarodo), is authorized to offer a prize of one hundred
dollars ($100), for the best Home Mission hymn,

suitable
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County, his realized over 10,000 Pounds of surplus irom one hundred stocks the past season
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should be those of small and light-looking varieties, as large and heavy-growing frouds would

has it on hand and it is not depreciyted in value.
Possibly it has increased, He can sell or try

uniform depth of 12,000 feet were left, the shape
would be exactly similar to that of some of the
seas recognized in Mars,

mdde by the Mississippi investigating committee.
®
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The proposition for adjustment of the Louis-

the said statements refer to me
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say here that L. C. Root, of Mohawk, Herkimer

theory
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way has an effective appearance if placed round

another year.
“If a profit of $1,400 is thought too much in
one season for an investment of $1,000, let him
put one-half aside for a poor season and say he
bas only $700. It is not bad even at that. I would

older than the

included in the contour

i».

cure. Mapoy children in the public schools are
to get even.
Take a season such as the present constantly becoming near-sighted through the
hasbeen ten miles south of the Mohawk, where
inexcusable negligence of teachers to insist upon
one man had control of 170 hives and obtained the observance of the proper distance of the eye
nearly 17,000 pounds of surplus. (Call it 16,000,
from the page, in writing, drawing, ci phering,
—six thousand box honey and ten thousand ex- and ordinary study.
In wriling and drawing
tracted. The first at 25 cents, amounts to $1,600; especially, the universal practice of pupils 18
ten thousand extracted at 15 cents amounts, to’ extremely pernicious.
Instead of main taining a
$1,500.
distance of fourteen or fifteen inches between
“The man starting with $1,000 capital would the eyes and the page, in performing the operarealize at this rate over $1.700,—~meore than $1,400 tions alluded to, a glance into almost any schoolabove what his wages for
a few months would
room will show that the intervening space is
have been and the interest on the capital invest- only about six or eight inches.
In consequence
ed. ‘But, says oue, ‘he has not paid for his of this umphysiological habit, the eye surely,
stock and may not do it another year.’ But he .hough imperceptibly, loses its power of adap-

Now h:

(he

predominate

interest of this amounts to $70.

earth, because of the ratification of its atmosphere and the small extent of its seas. The
form of the latter, he says, is exact!]y that which
the terrestrial oceans would assume after partial
absorption by the earth’s crust. If, for example,
the Atlantic were absorbed €othat ouly that

The centennial anniversary of Leslie's retreat
from North Bridge, Salem, Mass, was duly celebrated in that city, Friday. An address was
delivered by the Hon. George B. Loring.
and
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$200 in the summer season.
He wants
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the insane

and fitty thousand

principle

cost $400 more.

perfectly appointed college for women.

day.
Mr. Wheeler's compromise proposition has
been accepted by the
Louisiana
conservatives.
Freshets ‘are reported from various parts of the
country. Much damage has been done.’

Majority

work
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internaplace i
all lifeventila-

he had not read

Some

the

pearance.

no bees to start with, but has a knowledge of
the business. He can earn.at ordinary farm

has purchased an estate at Egham for” £25,000
on whieh he proposes to build a magaoificent and

.is reported

Washington,

philanthropists.

built a sanitarium for

hundred

plain language

was*used by the former gentleman,

which can

when it is known that he is one of the prominent

per cent. cheaper than from New York, owing to
competition.
Messrs,

leading

Holloway’s pills will be readof with less aversion, if they are not taken with greater ease,

General Tracy began his‘ speech for the defeuse in the Beecher trial, Wednesday.
He
claims that jealously was the cause of Tilton’s
action against the pastor of Plymouth church.
The rates for freight transporthtion from Bos-

A personal altercation. between

that perhaps

form uf a bouquet

60 Ohio & Pennsylvania—

G23 00 | Medinm...... 54

& Js the business profitable? Will it .pay? The

the fifteenth amendment and the civil rights bill,
the mayor replied: “I know all about those
laws, but you can rest assured that, notwithstanding them, no marriage between whites and
blacks can take place in this hall while I am
mayor of the city.

£400,000.

20

suggested

the

Milwa

peti“enne 1 80 65 i

of growth, native country, etc., written under
from an address the tronds. It will be found astonishing how
authority on the |-Very quickly a collection of this kind can be got
up, as single fronds are easily obtained.—
The
Garden,

The following is an extract
by M. Quimby, who is good

A colored man and a white woman having
asked Mayor Wickham of New York to marry
them, he refused to perform the ceremony, saying: ** While I am mayor of this city I shall
never marry a black man to a white woman, nor
a black woman to a white man.”
To a bystand-

being Wednesday evening afflicted with. a new
style of filibustering, which kept the members in
their seats all night.
Washington's birthday was very quietly observed.
The glue works of Wahl Brothers of Chicago
were burned Monday. The loss is estimated at

ton to the West continue to be from

to give

Profits of Bee-keeping

t ,Mous, in Belgian, they had a scene in
court that would have made a Montana man feel
ut home. , The prosecuting attorney insulted the
accused, whereupon the accused drew a revolver and pointed the muzzle towards the attorney, who left. He then pointed it in deliberate
succession toward all the other’ functionaries of
justice, and they all left. Then the accused left,
and they have not seen him since.

death warrants.
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like white

sides of the fronds. The light-colored moss
which is to be found growingon old trunks of
trees, if interspersed through the ferns, tends

money to be made by it? SuppoSé'a man has

speech

Some

4

LUMBER.

be placed 30 as to show the colors of the under

.

not boast similar organizations.
The Royal
Life-Saving Society of Belgium has decided to
give fresh impetus to the science of preserving
life, and has announced a _congress and
tional. exposition at Brussels, to take
June, 1876. Tt will be an exhibition of
saving apparatus, appliances for safety,
tion, hygiene, etc.

In Rough...

.|glued with a fine brush,so as to make them
stick to the paper. Should any gold or silver
varieties be amongst those selected, they should

world, though there are few

of the writ of habeas

drying

fronds to have been arranged according to taste,
they should
be litted up again and their backs

subject of bee-keeping: .

nations

of botanical

whatever shape desired. The position of each
fern should be indicated before it is glued down,
as atter that it could not be well removed with.
out marking the cardboard. Supposing the

The Royal Humane Society of England, which
celebrated its centennial last year, is the best
known of all life-saving societies in the civilized

The

House passed the force bill by a majority

itand

Fair palaces and pleasing bowers;
Great work is done, be it here or there,
And well man worketh everywhere ;
But work or rest, whate’er befall,
The farmer he must feed them all.
— Charles @. Leland.

and gratuitous insultto the. persons professing
the church religion.

sheets

cardboard; others nicely tinted, which is the
best. The ferns should then
be laid lightly on

Man builds his castles fair and high,
Wherever riveg runneth by;
N
Gireat cities rise in every land,
Great churches show the builder’s hand ;
Great arches, monuments and towers,

tervention of a saint, whose image he wore.
One of the newspapers ridiculed this fancy, and
the government
authorities
have
proceeded
against the newspapers for *¢ attacking the conscience and morals of the public and for a gross

of

between

cardboard should be procured.

The farmer he must feed them all.

on the
judiciary department.
An attempt
Anu invention is reported from Paris which, it
to bring forward the
¢ force bill” in the is said, is likely to do away with the use of
evening was strenuonsly objected to by the matches. The invention consists of an electric
democrats, and the House was kept in session battery small enough to be carried in one’s
waistcoat pecket, and costing only five cents.”
all night. iP
Recently a man fell a depth of 170 feet intoa
Thursday, the Senate passed the bill providing for the counting of votes for President and chasm in the Swiss mountains. He wags unhurt.
inVice-President.
The House contented itself His escape was attributed to the miraculous

dried

will answer the purpose. Presuming that a collection of dried ferns is at hand, a sheet of nice

‘While pages bring the Gascon wine;
Bat fall to each white’er befall,

fought one another with the golden candlesticks.
One of them became Pope Leo” XIT., the-other
Pius VIIL

iis
rs. - §8 ~

paper. , Even old newspapers or blotting paper

Dan Fisher fisheth in the mere;
And courtiers rufile, strut and shine,

ceremony in 1775, two beys who

accompanied the cross as acolytes

be

Priest preacheth pure the Holy Word;

for the

at

rere 2.0113

4

pretty pictures may

of a few which may be cut off and never missed.
After the ferns bave been removed, they should

. Smith hammereth cherry-red the sword,
Dame Alice worketh *broidery well,
Clerk Richard tales of love can tell;

collection

place

Feedeth

My lord rides through the palace gate,
My lady sweeps along in state;
The suge thinks long on many a thing,
And the maiden muses on marrying;
The minstrel harpeth merrily,
The sailor plows the foaming sea,
The huntsman kills the good red deer
And the soldier wars wjthout e’en fear;
"Bat falt to each, whate’er befall,
The farmer he must feed them all,
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nal, and in rhymed fourteen-syllabled meter.

Wednesday, in the Senate the bills for the
admission of Colorado and Mexico were passed,
after receiving several amendments
The sun.
dry civil appropriation bill was considered in

a lively

inch in

engaged on, will be line for line

proceedings.

and

an

The

Tuesday, the Senate concurred with the House
in repealing the Pacific Mail contract fog’ 1872.
The army bill was passed with but few modifications. Inthe House, the tax bill was passed
by a vote of 128 to 118, notwithstanding strenuous efforts to kill it with amendments. The
text of the bill is printed in the’ congressional
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